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CITY TEACHERS NAMED FOR COMING YEAR
Seen&Heard Evidence Showing That The
Moon May Not Be'Dead Body'
Around
Murray

By AL ROSSITER Jr.
UPI Specs Writer

Bachelor Degree Is Minimum
College Training for Teacher

Ater Collins and Edwin E. Aldrin are living in quarantine
prepared to expose lunar material to a colony of germ-free
mice to see if they will be infected by any moon organisms
Report In Detail

The Murray Board of Educa ance Counselor, Mrs. Pauline
lion has completed the teach Bryant — Language Arts, Mrs.
SPACE CENTER, Houston us
log staff for the 1969-70 school Lynne Burnette — English
A short editorial in the Cincin- —The evidence is mounting
year. The Board and the ad- Miss Lola Cain — Business,
nati Post probably expresses that the moon's great desert
ministration feel that this com- Mrs. Sally Crass — Home Be.
the opinion of many veterans seas were created by lava spewmunity can be proud of the ex and Science, Mrs. Alice Jane
of the wars in which the United ed from a molten interior and
cellent staff of teachers that Fitch — Health and P.E., Joe
States has been engaged, in Later covered with rock dust
The astronauts, scheduled to
have been employed to teach Fulks, Jr. -- Science. Lloyd A
particular the veterans of WW and bless beads that probably be released from their life of
the young citizens.
Hasty — Science.
in which group we fall.
fell like rain drops.
isolation Aug. 11, were spending
Soc. Studies
John Hina
teachers
hol
All elementary
On the basis of preliminary their time in quarantine reportand
Preston
Holland -Coach,
the minimum of a college d
findings from the Apollo 11 ing in detail on their flight, reAth. Dir. and Soc. Studies, Mrs.
"Without consulting any of us, lunar eiq>edition, Dr. Harold laxing with an occasional ping
gree Ind are elementary educa
Humphrey — English,
the Defense Department is C. limy, Nobel Prize-winning pong game and watching teleLion majors. The Murray High Clara
Mrs.
H. Jones — Math,
Bonnie
arbitararily phasing out the use chemist, said he was reconsid- vision.
School staff, in addition to
Keeslar — Industrial Arts,
of Army aerial numbers for ering his idea of 20 years that
ing degree teachers, are teach- Joe
Librarian,
One telecast they watched
warriors — active, reserved the moon was a cold, dead body.
ing in their major or mino Mrs. Evon Kelley —
Lanier
Doralyn
— Eng.
Mrs.
Fred
Schultz
Preston
Holland
Monday
Eula
night
and retired. Social Security
Ma• Doherty
was a 90-minute
fields of study.
Scientists today turned to the
Superintendent
Asst. Superintendent
General Supervisor
numbers will be used instead. start of a series of tests to try news briefing by 10 scientists
Murray continues to rank ex and Soc. Studies, Miss Mary G
"WHY? Because the Penta- to help resolve one other nag- reporting on the initial examtremely high in Kentucky in Lassiter — Math, Mrs. Lucy
gon thinks hundreds of thous- ging question about the moan ination of more than two dozen
teacher qualifications. The pro- Lilly — Home Economics, Mrs.
rocks and two plugs of moon
and, of dollars in time and pa- —whether it harbors life.
fessional staff includes 10 tea Donna Mabry — Soc. Services,
perwork will be saved by re- Doctors working in the same dirt brought back by Armstrong
chers with a Master's degree Soc. Studies.
Mrs. Alice Matthews — Math,
ducing the number of numbers Lunar Receiving Laboratory and Aldrin. from the Sea of
plus 30 semester hours above
thiltad Prom, International
by which all of us are known building where Apollo 11 astro- Tranquility.
the Master's degree, an addit Mrs. Sarah Sue Miller — BusPIKEVILLE, Ky. (UPI)
iness, Robert D. Newcomb —
to the computers. By complicat' A. Armstrnng, Mich- _ Dr. Eugene A Shoemaker, a
Adrian Ligon has joined Say- ional 44 teachers have earned Business, Mrs. Carmen Parr —
ing life for us, the defense peoMaster's
degree,
a
other
and
Partly
all
cloudy
and mild today, Rite Discount Drug Center as
lunar geologist from the Caliple are easing it for themselves.
staff— niZ•mbers Spanish, 81.._P.__Bussell — Soc
fornia Institute of Technology, iver Gymnasium at Pikevilld high in the low and mid 80s. a pharmacist it was announced professional
"Okay. But no man who serv'hold
of a Bache- Studies and Conch, Mrs. MarClear
a
minimum
and
cool
tonight,
low
in
'aid hc. was convinced the as- High
today. He joins Charlie Adams,
tha Sammons — Science, Mrs.
School early today.
ed his country in time of war
lor's
the
low
60s.
degree.
Sunny
and
a
littronauts' landing site and all
pharmacist at the drug firm.
City firemen, aided by unibi tle warmer Wednesday.
Is going to surrender his
The assignments for the 1969the other seas on the moon from
(Continued on Page Eight)
nearby Prestonsburg and
Ligon was born in Paducah 70 school year are as follows:
serial number without a strugwere formed by great lava outWilliamson,
Va.,
battled
W.
thei
and
graduated
gle. We know at least one vetfrom
the
Schultz,
Fred
UniSuperintendent
pourings.
LAKE DATA
blaze in the heart of the city
Miss Rozella Henry is vacatversity of Kentucky School of of Schools.
eran of World War II who in"The evidence is overwhelmKentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 356.9, Pharmacy
bringing
It
for
an
hour
before
ioning
European
in
the
Alps
at
in 1957. He has weekaists that his Army serial numPreston Holland, AssistOnt
ing that the raaria seas are
stationary; below dam 304.1, ed in Murray
ber (35170257) is the only num La Clusaz, France. She is visit- built up by lava flows," Shoe- under control.
for the past two Superintendent.
down
1.2,
no
gates
open.
No injuries were reported,
Years.
her of more than four digits ing her niece, Miss Anita Hen- maker said. lie said Apollo's
Mrs. Eula Mae Doherty, Genhe is ever going to commit to ry, who for the past year has rock samples contained gas but the 3,200-seat brick gymeral
Supervisor.
Baitley Lake: 7 a.m. 356.7, Ligon is married and the coumemory — Social Security, been employed by a U.S.A. bubbles like those found on the nasium was destroyed. A band
Prentice L. Lassiter, Director
down
0.1;
below
dam
ple
two
have
children,
306.8,
Lisa
age
instruments
room
containing
oank in Paris. This summer tops of
of Pupil Personnel.
lava and some evidence
5 and David age 3. The family
for the Pikeville High band down 1.1.
she is teaching a resort school of explosive
(Continued on Page Eight)
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker,
volcanic eruptions.
attends the Church of Christ.
and an equipment room for the
in the Alps.
Lunchroom Supervisor.
Some More Consorvativa
Sunrise 5:59; sunset 8:07.
They live at 805 North 19th
school's
athletic
also
teams
La Clusaz is located in the
Miss Ruth Lassiter, Finance
Terry Workman, son of Mr.
Some of the other geologists
Moon rises 9:06 p.m.
Street in Murray.
were gutted. Pikeville School
section of the Alp mountains sitting on the
Officer.
and Mrs. Tommy D. Workman,
news conference Supt. Charles
E. Spears estiwhere Switzerland and Italy panel were
Murray High School
603 Ellis Drive, was injured
more conservative mated
Sav-Rite is located in Bel-Air
it will cost from $500,join France. Rozella writes that in their initial
Eli Alexander — Principal, yesterday about three p.m.
public judgments
Shopping
Center
on
South
000 to $600,000 to replace the
the towering Alpine peaks and and Dr. P. R.
Leon Miller — Assistant Prin- when he was reportedly hit by
Bell, head of the Lvm ,which was
Twelfth Street.
dedicated 19
glaciers, covered with ice and lab said "I think
-Ana/ and Math. Charlas Archer a car at South 9th and iS„vcait depends an
the 1940s in honor of a fornser
snow are a most magnificant who's being
— Chemistry and Math, Mrs. more Streets by Humphrey's
overwhelmed by school
auperintendent.
sight. The electric railways and the evidence."
Lucille Austin — French, Mrs. Grocery.
Miss Sharon Bucy was dis- highways through the mounThree other buildings in the The Murray-Calloway County
Idelle Bailey — Study Hall
The young boy, age nine, was
The scientists agreed that one
missed from the Western Bap- tains make it possible to view
School House Square were sav- Shrine Club held its monthly
Supervisor, Mrs. Charlotte Bar- taken to the emergency room of
of
the
most
surprising
finds
so
tist Hospital, Paducah, on Sun- all the wonderful scenery.
ker
Guidance Counseolr. the Murray-Calloway County
far was the discovery of a ed from the flames. All that meeting at the home of Mr. and
day and was returned to her
was left of the two-story gym Mrs. William Moffett on Sat
She also says that the natives great amount of
Mrs. Judith Belt — English and Hospital and later taken to the
tiny glass were two
of
of
No.
meeting
Local
959
A
home by a Blalock-Coleman am- of the mountainous regions are
brick walls.
urday, July 26, at 6:30 p. in. the
spheres in the layer of sand
Clothing Gen. Business, Ronald Beshear Houston-McDevitt Clinic for
Amalgamated
bulance.
Fire Chief Charles E Smith
most interesting, skilled in the and silt-sized rock
Preceding the business meet- Workers of America will be — Speech and Soc. Studies, further treatment. He suffered
debris
covThe local girl, daughter of art of woodcarving and making
ering the Sea of Tranquility. said the cause of the fire has ing a potluck dinner was serv- held Thursday, July 31, at 7:30 Daniel Blankenship — Indust- a laceration to the leg.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Bucy of New pottery which has been handcd
Reports are that he was ridDr. Clifford Frandel, a min- not been determined, but he ed by the women. At the close p.m. at the Calloway County rial Arts and Math, Mrs. Joan
Concord, is now recuperating at down from father to son for
Bowker — Vocal Music,
ing a bicycle in the area when
eralogist from Harvard Univer- and Police Chief Bob May would of the meeting dancing was en- Court House.
her home and is reported to be hundreds of years.
joyed by the group.
Jerome Brandon — Socio- he was hit by the car. The bisity, reported that a microscopic begin an investigation.
All former employees of the
doing fine.
Members and their wives at- Murray - Kent Manufacturing logy, Health, P.E., Mrs. Marga- cycle was reported not damagbeauty
a
was
who
Miss Bucy
tending were Messrs and Mes- Company are
(Continued on Page Eight)
urged to attend. ret Brown — English, Mrs. ed.
operator at The Hairdresser
dames Woodrow Dunn, Joe
Terry will be a fifth grade
Geneva Brownfield — Guidand employed at Sav-Rite Store
Dean Watkins, Johnny Herndon,
student at Carter Elementary
In the Bel Air Shopping CenMilton Jones, Frank Gibson,
School this fall.
ter, was injured along with
Ishmael Stinson is now asJohn L. Williams Charles M.
Amos and Eula McCarty of 220 sociated with Fulton Young
Baker, William Moffett, Don
The Swim Team from the Robinson, Norman Klapp, and
North 13th Street on Saturday, Realty, Inc., at Fourth and Main
A special cleanup day will
July 5.
Streets. He has been in public be held at the Bogard Ceme- Calloway County Country Club Jerry Lee.
participated in a tri meet with
Mr. McCarty is still a patient accounting in Murray for sev- tery located on
Guests were Miss Angela Lee
US. Highway
at the Western Baptist Hospi- eral years.
641 North near the Mo-Go On Madisonville and the Oaks at of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
tal, Paducah, and hopes to be
Stinson is a licensed broker Company on Saturday morning, the Oaks Country Club pool Carpenter of Benton, Mr. and
here on Thursday afternoon. Mrs. Roger Bryan of Lavcada,
Roger Parrish, son of Mr. and
released from that hospital this and will be a salesman for Mr. August 2.
By MERRIMAN SMITH
011'S plane, Air Force One. He
Madisonville won the meet Mich., and Miss Cheryl
week. Mrs. McCarty is a patient Young.
UPI White House Reporter had kept his Wednesday ached- Mrs. Bob Parrish of Dexter
All persons interested in the
Bryan
h 399 points folio-wed
at the Murray-Calloway County
of Drayton Plains, MickHe, his wife, and two chil- upkeep of the cemetery are
tree for such a trip as had Route One, was dismissed from
•
Calloway with 310 points and
Hospital and is listed in satis- dren reside at 1707 Calloway urged to attend.
the Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Nixon.
Mrs.
A basket din- by Oaks
BANGKOK (UPI)
White
with
263
factory condition by the offic- Avenue, Murray.
points.
ner will be served at noon.
The sources said Nixon would Memphis, Tenn., on Saturday.
House sources said today PreBlue ribbon winners ffom
The young man is now reials there this morning.
go there to "visit the troops"
sident and Mrs. Nixon will fly
Calloway were Jill Austin, TamThe three were injured in a
and that Mrs. Nixon would cuperating at his home and is
to Saigon Wednesday in the
my Boone, Donna Keller, Mary
three car accident on Highway
spend her time visiting mili- reported to be doing good, acfirst visit by an American preAnn Littleton, Howard Boone,
121, New Concord Road, i n
The Murray Fire Department
tary hospitals in the South Viet- cording to a member of the
sident to tbe South Vietnamese
Seth Alan Warner, Brent Aus- answered a two alarm fire
front of the Aubrey Farris' Gronamese capital, Nixon also family.
to
tin, Tim Shown, Rhonda Gar- the home of Gene Alton at 505 capital, the occasional targe would be expected to confer
Roger was injured in a mocery at Cherry Corner. Miss
of Viet Cong mortars and r
land, Bryan Warner, Tommy South 7th Street on Monday
torcycle accident near his home
Bucy, age 20, had multiple facat kets.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Keller, Brett Warner, Lynn 9:45 a. m.
on Monday, June 23. He was
ial lacerations and a fractured
Sullivan, Gwen Purdom, Gay
admitted to the Murray-Calloright femur.
Firemen said fuse box was on
There had been speculation
Alexander, Carolyn Shown, Dia- fire, but was out on arrival of
way County Hospital about six
Mr. McCarty had lacerations
na Boone, and Mary Ann -Tay- the firemen. Two trucks answer- on such a visit since Nixon set
p.m. that day, and transferred
to the forehead, and injuriet
out on his seven-nation tour of
lor.
early the next morning to the
to the right knee and left eled the call.
Asia and Communist Romania
Others from Calloway in the
Baptist Hospital at Memphis.
bow.
and even today White House
meet were Mark Thurman, John
Parrish, age 15, is the grandBoth Miss Bucy and Mr. McFuneral services for Hulon
spokesman Ronald Ziegler re- Wyatt
Hart, Mike Alexander, David
Carty were treated at the local
a
307 North 7th Street son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Parfused to confirm or deny the will be
Kennedy, Gary Sullivan, and
hospital and transferred to the
head Wednesday at 2:30 rish of Dexter Route One and
report, saying only, "I don't p. m. at the
Ted Forrest.
Grace Baptist Chur- of Mr. and Mrs. Osro ButterPaducah hospital.
have any information at all to ch with Rev.
Loyd D. Wilson worth of Murray Route Two.
Mrs. Eula McCarty had facPADUCAH, Ky. MI — Due give you."
and Rev. Otis Jones officiating. He will be a sophomore at Calial lacerations end a possible
to financial problems, the PaServing as active and honor- loway County High School this
broken leg, according to inOther sources on the Presiducah Transit Co., the city's
ary pallbearers will be mem- fall.
formation released by the hosonly bus line, will end opera- dent's staff said they would
pital at the time of the accidleave here Wednesday, proba- bers of the Adult Men's Suntions here Thursday.
day School Class of the Grace
ent.
City Manager Robert Over- bly before noon, aboard NixChurch.
street,
however,
said
Monday
The Murray Pony League AllActive pallbearers will be LuNOW YOU KNOW
Stars lost to the South Gibson, the city plans to continue bus
ther Downs, W. H. Rogers, Jimservice,
although
no
definite
The Wranglers Riding Club
Ind., All Stars in the district
by United Press International my Taylor, Newell Bailey, Dan will have a work night and busbaseball tournament played at plans have been made.
Jones,
and
Roy
Lassiter.
Carpenter's Tool? — Brown C. Tucker of
The
line
is owned by AmerSan Bernardino County, Cainess meeting at the riding pen
Evansville, Ind., Monday night.
Route Two and his fathor-in-low Mr. Guy Feesor who KIrksev
ican Transit Corp. of St. Louis, lif., the largest county in the
Honorary pallbearers will be on Thursday, July 31, at six
lives In
Score
of
the
The Senior Citizens Club will
night
game
was
tho horn. with him, believe that the above
Mo.
United States is almost 17 times Wavel Outland, S. L. Horn, J. p.m.
contraption is a
meet Friday, August 1, at 12
9 to 1. Dan Thompson was the
qlt+
carpenter's tool which was used to compress planks
as large as the state of Rhode D. Warren, Bascom Wilkerson, A bush hog and several lawn
noon at the Community Center
together
pitcher and Mike Cathey was
before they were nailed down. The ratchet on top
Island.
mowers are needed. Plans for
Joel Pettit, J. F. Page, 0
on Ellis Drive.
was emthe catcher for the Murray
ployed to "hold" what th• carpenter was able to
the coming show on August 9
achieve In
A potluck luncheon will be
Garland, and Odle Morris.
team.
pressing the planks together as closely as possible
Burial will be in the Murra will be discussed at the busserved at noon. The hostesses
At the earlier game al five
before
TWO CITED
nallitvg. Mr. Feezor save he b4silovIts he has seen
Cemetery with the arrange- iness meeting. All members
such a tool
will be Mrs. ?dome Mattingly,
p.m. Murray won over t h
being used and that a Mr. PrIrrel of Marshall County
Mrs. Gladys Hale, and Mrs.
once
Jasper, Ind., All Stars by the
Two persons were cited by ments by the Blalock-C,oleman should attend.
Bob Forrest, son of Capt and
owned one of them. The tool was found by Raymond
Mildred Sharpe.
Britscore of 4 to 2. This avenged Mrs. Gaylord Forrest. returned the Murray Police Department Funeral Home where - friends
fain of Murray Routs Two some years ago when he bought
FREE PETS
the defeat by Murray from Jas- home Saturday from a week's on Monday. They were one for may call until the funeral hour,
his present home. The handles of the tool are 234 Inches
Wyatt, age e0, died Sunday,
per in their first game Satin.- intensive training of scuba div- no operator's license and recklens and the angle iron at the bottom Is six Inches
Grown dog, part collie, all
wide.
day. George Landolt was the ing and sailing at a camp in less driving, and one for reck- at the Baptist Memorial HosREVIVAL SERVICES
The ratchet In question Is well up on the bandies of the tool
pital, Memphis, Tenn.
shots, and has been spayed.
less driving.
pitcher and Mike Cathey was North Carolina.
and apparently, as the two boards were putted together, the
Survivors are his wife, Mrs Gentle and friendly. Phone
the catcher for the Murray team
Forrest was voted by his felThe Beech Grove Cumber
ratchet was pressed to maintain the pressure on them. This
Loyola Williams Wyatt; two
In the five o'clock game.
low Jimpers as the best sport
7536-.
land - Prebyterian Chuseh wUl is the most logical use of the tbol that
CORRECTION
has been offered thus
eons, Hoyt and Roy Wyatt.
With the loss last night, this of the camp, one ,of the highheld a ievIval beginning on far. It apparently was made in • blacksmith's
shop. The need
grandson, Barry Gene %Watt
Morthe
the
ends
season
for
honors
est
of
the
B1.AC1( CATS
camp.
Augusi, 8, NrvIces will- Mad ter (ugh a tool probably arose when planks
The free gas. range motion- two sisters, Mrs. Bill Hargrove
were
team,
rive
411
1:44456241
The
Murray
boy
also
won
a- firghtly at 7:45 pin. The.evange- from legs .rby nand or at the Most were sawn:but rieFen
utfi
sot
erda
L
Pr
l
to
tt
y's
ed
e
irtiei
t
s!
i
n
Is
dger
ys
mile
tli
an:741
_Mrs Roy Sails; five buo.
n
.
ro-'Two grown black cats free
list is Bill Bond.
too great a precision.
eon. presided of the league.
iing, and' canoeing:
All shots and have been spayed.
,-stead of 320 South. Sixth,..
land, Doyle, and Lloyd Wyatt. .Nice. pets. Phone 753-6556.

Pilceyille High Gym
Destroyed By Fire

1

WEATHER REPORT

Adrian Ligon Joins
Say-Rite Drug Store

Miss Rozella Henry
Spending Summer In
The European Alps

Young Boy Is
Hit By Car

Miss Bucy Is
Now At-Home

Shrine Club Has
Dinner Meeting

Ishmael Stinson Is
With Fulton Young Bogard
Cemetery
Plans For Cleanup

Calloway Swim
Team Is Second In
Meet At The Oaks

Clothing Workers
To Meet Thursday

Vietnam Visit Is Planned By Roger Parrish Is
Dismissed From
President Nixon and His Wife Baptist
Hospital

Firemen Answer 2.
Alarm Fire Monday

—4.
" ".••••••
wwwms°71."

Funeral Tomorrow
For Hulon Wyatt

Paducah Bus Service
Will End Thursday

Pony League Wins
One, Loses One
In District Play

Wranglers Club To
Meet On Thursday

Senior Citizens
Plan Meet Friday

13 Forrest Wins
Honors At Camp
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THE LEDGER & TIMES Man Killed In Wreck Mull Little Theater;

PUBLISHED by LEDGER a TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY.
lac, Consolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and
The Times-Hersh!, October 20, MA and the West E.entuckian.
January 1, 1942.
143 N. 4th Street, Murray, Keateekyr 43071

In Hickman County

It's World's Smallest

Kentuck y Livestock

SONNY HOOKS

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)
Kentucky farmers ranked 10th,
in the nation in the number of
Is Now At His
beef cattle and calves on farms'
NEW LOCATION at
as of the first of this year, with
slightly more than 1 million
head.
The state also was 10th in
the number of milk cows two
years old and over, with 400,00C He would Ilk* all his friends
head. Once a major sheep pro- to visit him there.
ducing state, Kentucky droppeC
to 29th spot with 112,000 head 41,
The state placed 13th in tht
number of pigs with 2.3 mil
lion.

minor injuries and released at
CLINTON, Ky., July 28—One
the Clinton Hospital.
Charles Crossen was held overWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor, man was killed and two were
or Public Voice item which, in our opinion. are not for tho boa injured in an automobile crab
night in the Hickman County
interest of our readers.
near the north city limits of jail on charges of driving while
_under the influence of intoxiNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 00, MO Clinton late Saturday.
cants and manslaughter.
Mullion Ave.. Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.
The dead man was identified
However, Crvesen was freed
Stephenson Bldg, Detroit. Mich.
as Oscar Lee Crossen, 33, East under
$500 bond on Sunday fol0
;
1
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for traninnanon as St. Louis, Ill. Two other persons lowing a hearing by Hickman
Charles
28,
car,
the
in
Crossett.
Second Class Matter
County Judge. E. H. Padgett.
and George Modglin, both of
113:11111CIPTION RATES By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per East St. Louis, were treated for Judge Padgett said all of the
evidence following the accident
Month $1.52 In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. OM;
indicated that the dead man
Zones 1 & 2, $1300; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions MAO.
had been driving when the mis"The Outateadhig Civic Asset el a Commealty ha the
hap occurred.
integrity ef its Newspaper"
He said Charles Crossen was
released
on bond pending the
TUESDAY—JULY 24, 1969
outcome of a coroner's inquest
which will be held later.
Details of the accident were
RIFLES
supplied by State Trooper Harold Dacus, who said he had
been pursuing the Croesen car Barrie taiichetriijiii lilt of scenery while Marianne braces the prop. IIROWBI ww&a%.111
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
BENTON, Ky., July 28—Two on U.S. 51 at speeds up to 75
BURT ph-10101M
11••••••••••••••
aP•W
Benton policemen were hospital- miles per hour, just prior to the
•••••11=e •••••I cam,
By STEVE LIBBY
0641•••••• MAORI
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
ized and a third was slightly in- mishap.
SEVEN MILES south of Tobermory, the only village on the
WASHINGTON - Sen. Spessard L. Holland, D-Fla., speaking about jured when their police car colTrooper Dacus reported the Isle of Mull off the
Scottish coast,
senate debate on the proposed anti-ballistic missile system: lided with a vehicle while chasCrossen vehicle was southbound and Marianne Heaketh operate is Dervaig. That's where Barrie
the smallest professional theater
"I've spoken in filibusters myself and I know one when I see ing another car late Sunday.
as it approached a curve near in the world.
one."
Officer Cecil Henson, 31, Ben- the north city limits of Clinton.
The 39-year-old couple and their three children, who came to
ton Rt. 1, and Dispatcher Ever- The vehicle met two north- the Isle of Mull ffire years ago,
operate the Mull Little Theater.
WASHINGTON - Sen. Eugene McCarthy, D-Minn,,talking about the ett Hood, 35, Benton,
were ad- bound buses, sideswiping the Its seating capacity, 35, is always filled with vacationers, during
ABM system and American national defense theory:
mitted at the Benton Hospital second bus. The car then crossed the summer months, who enjoy the performances of what also
Phone 753-1272
"There never has been any evidence that the Soviet Union could following the accident. Both
the highway, knocked down a must be the world's smallest stock company: a cast of two.
I
be forced to the conference table or to agreemente by the superiority were reported in satisfactory
PRESCRI
*
PTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
Not
only
pole
and traveled 110
utility
are Barrie and Marianne the only performers. but
of our force. In fact, the contrary appears to be the case." condition today. Officer Eddie feet before coming to a stop, ac- they do all the set design, lighting, painting and productio
We Hay- It — We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be Had
n—and
Defew, 26, 609 Main St., was, cording to the trooper's report. they operate a small guest
WASHINGTON - A report on Defense Department procedures shaken up, but did not require
pets appliqued to the black curNo one on the bus was injured, house next door as well,
for handling unusual occurences, like the seizure of the spy ship hospitalization.
Nor do the Heskeths present tains, with hollow heads and
the trooper said.
Pueblo:
minor productions. Shakespeare, arms.
Benton Police Chief Charles
"There exist serious deficiencies in the organizational and Carrell said
Cocteau and Strindberg are "For the two main knock-about
the accident octheir specialties and for these scenes we both stand behind the
administrative military command structure of both the Department curred
about 11:45 p.m. He said
unusual and difficult plays they curtains with our heads inside
of the Navy and the Department of Defense."
the officers were chasing a
must fall back on their years the puppets while Barnes voice
speeder when a car driven by
G AND H MOBILE HOMES
of professional training in rep- on a tape recorder copes with
LONG BEACH, Calif. - Mrs. Faye Smith, leader of a women's
Steve Randell King, 19, Benton
the script."
ertory
theaters
in
Britain,
NEW and USED
on
group opposed to California divorce law reform, on why tier group Rt.
• * •
7, turned left in front of the
BBC radio and television, and
SALIM SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL
was not able to proceed as scheduled with a demonstration including
ARIEL is a series of puppets,
two lifetimes of experience and
police vehicle,
SSWY 94. ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
the burning of a marriage license:
she azoairas, a sort of dancing
devotion to the theater.
OFFICE PH 753-6685
The
police
car
then
•EDDYVILLE,
rammed
Ky.,
July
29—
"I've been married 20 years and I couldn't find it in the license."
Dervaig Theater Enterprises, bird at first which Barrie liesthe left rear corner of the King
Area authorities still were Inc., is housed
in a converted keth tosses from hand to hand
vehicle, the chief said.
searching for two Kentucky cowshecL Their patrons include as he talks to it—a harpy with
GIL G. HOPSON
JOHN t3 GirroGAN
wings and claws lowered from
King and a passenger, Ronald
State Prison escapees this some of the greatest names in
Home PH 436-5890
753 2985
the
flies
later
on,
and
a
Proctor, were treated and rewave
Internatio
nal theater. Paul Scoevening, officials here said.
A
of
the
sea
in
the
third.
leased at the Benton Hospital
field. Harold Pinter. Robert
Ariel's speeches.are read offThe two walked away tom Stephens and many other promafter the mishap. Two girls who
the prison farm in Fredonia Ment names appear on their stage by Marianne. The Crew
also were passengers in the King
and the Quality, in the shipboard of directors.
car were not injured, according
about noon Thursday.
wreck scene, are all on tape.
•
•
•
They were identified as
Now if any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his, to Chief Carrell.
Lantern slides aid technical difMichael
HOW
Penrod,
21,
two
can
of
Daviess
He said the officers were chaspeople—young, ficulties. And so on, ad infini—Romans 8:9.
County, and Arnold Gillilend, 22.. talented and aggressive .though turn.
Replace your old picture tube with the highest quality
If our emotions and actions do not reflect the spirit of Christ, ing the other car after observthey may be—be producers, diof Christian County.
ing-it speeding and being driven
Barrie and Marianne Hesketh
our Christian life adds up to zero.
and
get an I-year warranty at am sera cost!
•
The men reportedly were 'recurs and total call. for such,tour their two-man show during
in a reckless manner.
_
important
theatrical
works?
seen Saturday night a a small
the off season—but one thing is
FOLKS, DON'T BE MISLED BY OTHERS . . .
"In
version
our
of 'The Tern- certain: a good part of the
grocery between Princeton and
CALL OR COME BY AND SEE US!
Hopkinsville, where they pest'," Marianne explains. "Bar- charm of a Hesketh production
stopped to purchase some rie plays the Boatswain. Gon- is witnessing it where it belongs
cab, Prospero, Ferdinand, An- . . . in the Mull Little Theater.
cheese.
tonio, Sebastian and Alonso. I tiniest in the world, in a quiet
Both men are white, and play Marinda.
Caliban, Trinculd and peaceful village of the Hewere last reported wearing and Stephan° are
312 14. 4th Street
life-sized pup- bridean Isle of Mull.
753-5945
prison bine denim trousers and
either the blue denim shirts or
white T-shirts
—...Corpsnien Learn
The Community Mental Health for Haggett and Bleeck, said able to the public in a sound,
- Penrod is serving seven years Hoinebuild
yian Shorty =
fashion.
orderly
Forrest.
ing
Center of Western Kentucky is
for storehouse breaking, dwellDr. Bleeck joined the center
Dr. Charles Homra, of Murray
searching for replacements for
\N MkRCOS,Tex.(UPI)
S
.E N 13,
s T 0.
ST. LOUIS(UPI)'- Physician
4*
D AY*
ing house breaking and uttering
staff in September of 1968. He
two of its key men.
Corpsmen at Gary Job Corps shortages mean "illness neforged
a
check. His prison term
Dr. Julian K. Bleeck, chief State University, will "fill in" supervised psychological servCenter are building a three-bed- glected and remedies delayed,
began in 1968, He is 5-8 and
clinical psychologist, has re- for Dr. Bleeck for a while, For- ices in the entire region. He also
room split-level dream house- leading to poor health and huweights
145
rest
lbs.
He
said.
has
red
was consultant to the Paducah
signed, effective Wednesday,
but no one will ever live in it. man suffering," witnesses told
hair and blue eyes.
schools and to Murray State
and Wallace Haggett has reStarts Tomorrow for 14 Days! *
The house is one of eighf a' Missouri legislative committee
The center which also has ofGilliland, 5-7 and 140 lbs., has
University.
signed as psychiatric social fices in Murray, Mayfield, Benprojects showing corpsmen the seeking to find a way to train
brown
hair
and
blue
eyes.
He
Baggett joined the center staff
worker to accept a faculty ap- ton and Fulton.
is a private nonrecently began a two-year prison various stages of homebuilding. more Missouri young people to
in 1962.
pointment at the University of profit corporation Services are
Can Herbie, a clean.living,
.
term
for taking a motor ve- It is the only one of the housing study medicine.
Mrs.
Haggett
is guidance
Tennessee in Chattanooga.
In 1%5 the state had 149
hard-working small car
on a fee basis except in cases counselor at Paducah Communhicle without consent of the units which will be completed.
Capt. Gaylord Forrest, admin- where patients cannot afford to
The other units will be dis- physicians per 100,000 populaowner
production
s
find happiness
College
ity
resigning.
is
and
She
istrator of the nine-county repreirentf
•-•
mantled and rebuilt with each tion, and it was estimated that
pay.
.
also is choir director at West.
.
in today's
gional mental health organiza..
class of corpsmen.
by 1975 Missouri would have
minster Presbyterian Church.
hectic
world?
tion, said the center, which has
*
*
*
only
139
medical
doctors pet
Help for Indians
There are about 30 people on
its main offices
100,000 population. The lawis carrying the regional staff.
* * *
Pa
TULSA, Okla. (UPI) - A
.
out an intense recruiting promakers were told doctor short129511
Tulsa firm will be assisting the Museum Saves Taxes
The proe AM was organized
gram in an effort to replace Dr. under state sponsorshi
ages
were
felt most severely in '
White Mountain Apaches to
I
L
TECH
p and the
o
Na
lCOv,..
t0fr.
Bleeck and Bagget, a native of state supports it.
MANILA (UPI) - Phillipine small towns, rural areas and in
bring their tribe into the modern
But the corpo- School Cost
Paducah.
National Museum Director Gem- poorer sections of the state.
•
r tion acts as an independent 4_4=1;9
world.
i
One organization will spread 'organization, said Forrest.
* * *
Centuryfiec•-physiealf.otisoia--ma gruz-Araneta has announced
,....,,,,,,,
MUM
MEXICO
the recruitment move nationM911D41
,
1tY FOR MI refill IN 1:411•11'GYIL'OrrIAVIICHT
CITY (UPI) - tion has
that individuals or institutions
There are nine other regional
contracted to provide a
wide—it is the American Nation- mental health centers
Mexico will spend $58.2 million
can
claim
tax
The
deduction
s
if
worst
they
won-lost percentin Kencomprehensive planning program
al Psychological Association. tucky. The aim
on classroom construction this
of the organfor economic development of invest in expeditions, explora- age compiled by a pennant-winlures at: 1:311 - 3:30 - 5:30 - 7:30 - 9:30
,year,
according to Agustin the 2,601
tions and excavations of
Other agencies also will be used
ing team was .564 by the Log
izations is to make top-flight
-square
-mile
Ft.
Apache
pine relics and antiques.
Angeles Dodgers in 1959.
in searddag for replacements
Admission: Adults 2.00 - Children 1.11
mental health services avail- Yanze, Secretary of Education. Indian Reservation in
Arizona.
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WALT DISNEY

BILBREYS WAREHOUSE FIRE SALE
Starts Thursday, Morning, July 31
At 8 O'clock (Get There Early)
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ALL NEW G.E. APPLIANCES
Refrigerators
Freezers
Ranges
Washers

Dryers
Dishwashers
Disposals

Built-Ins
Hoods
Surface Units
Ovens

Some Like New - Were In Cartons
SMOKE DAMAGE ONLY-SAVE! SAVE! ON THIS ONCE IN A LIFETIME SALE

Spooks Is shown coming out, of the two story block building
of Sopth 4Ih and Sycamore
Street after the Interior el the building wile. &strayed by fir
.July
at sight o'clock.
The Hmerey Pim Department was called to 'h. van. and
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The Road Is Paved With Gold
For The New England Red Sox'

:4SL

41100000wkb.
National League
By STEVE SNIDER
But it's worth noting Baltimore's top crowd up to All
East
NEW YORK, July 28.-(UPI) -The kids in our town
time was 39,789 for Detroit on June 27 and the low
Star
W. L. Pct. GB
were about 50-50 for the St. Louis Cardinals and Chicago
for Cleveland April 14. Atlanta's high was 46,414
2,337
was
.618
39
63
hicago
Cubs back in those happy-go-lucky years before the Great
for a San Francisco doubleheader Jung 22 and the low was
ew York 55 46 .575 6
Depression.
53 49 .520 10
t. Louis
5,854 for San Diego on May 1.
Chicago was up the railroad tracks about 150 miles in
50 49 408
Pitts.
Atlanta, a team that really belongs to the South, is in
one direction and St. Louis was 150 miles south. The kids
40 58 .408 21
Phila.
an enviable position but it's possible some errors have
on the north side of town went big for the Cubs. The south
By MILTON RICFIMAN
Robinson? Did he agree with
Montreal
53 67 .330 29
been made in laying out the current baseball map.
belonged to the Cardinals.. We never thought much at all
his former Dodger teammate who
West
UPI Sports Writer
Charley Finley was in a hurry to move his Athletics
about the White Sox or the Browns.
W. L. Pct. GB
once said Campanella did not
from Kansas City to Oakland, in an area pioneered by the
The
older
folks
felt
about
that
time
any
way,
and
too,
58 44 .569
AtIontia
San Francisco Giants, but the results hardly have been
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y. UPI - speak out enough for the Negro
they got up parties to drive to a weekend ball game the
1
55 43 .561
The last time Roy Campanella cause?
spectacular.
Another top stock driver, Cha- Los Ang.
caravans
usually
went off in opposite directions. NaturalSan Fran
55 46 .545 2%
"I'd say there was room for rlie
Oakland's top draw up to the All Star break was 35,243
was here was 18 years ago. He
Glotzbach, showed up unex- Cincinnati
ly, if the Cubs were at St. Louis or the Cards at Chicago,
for the Yankees on May 10 and the low was 2,381 for the
50 43 .538 3%
had a great day, coming up with improvement," Campy said. Wh- pectedly Monday - but without
traffic
was
the
all
a Houston
one-way.
51 49 .510 6
Minnesota Twins on April 15. Oakland has baseball's
a coule of big hits which helped en Campy made his acceptance ride Ln Sunday's
race. He held
hottest draw at the moment- slugging Reggie Jackson.
the Brooklyn Dodgers bowl over speech, he did so without resort- out hope that he would be able San Diego 34 69 330 24%
Those were exciting adventures, believe me, and not
Monday's Results
San Francisco's top National League crowd was 32,243
the Philadelphia A's 9-4, Ln an ex- ing to notes and it was so quiet" to get a ride in either Ray Fox's
just because of big league baseball. Asking an automobile
Cliicago 4 San Francisco 3
for Houston on April 26 and had a low of 2,766 for
you could hear a pin drop.
hibition game.
to make a 300-mile round trip in those days wasn't exactly
Dodge or the factory Ford pre- St. Louis 2 San Diego 1
Cincinnati three days later.
That's how intently the assem- pared by Smokey
Campy came back here for
Yuniek.
-Only games scheduled
like
planning
the first time since then Monday. bled crowd was listening to the
a
trip
to
the
Moon
in today's hardwar. but it
The Los Angeles Dodgers still are a big draw with a
Glotzbach quit the NASCAFt
Today's Probable Pitchers
was daring stuff, at that.
This time he didn't walk in, he ex-Dodger catcher as he spoke circuit earlier this season in a
high of 51,120 for the Pirates on May 17 and their worst
Times
All
EDT
into a special microphone placed huff, severing
I suppose the people back there now are whizzing up or
came in a wheelchair.
crowd of the year still was a dandy 11,588 for San Diego on
relations with CotHouston, Wilson 11-7 and
down Route 66 in their shiny new cars with nothing much .June 16. The Dodgers low was the highest minimum crowd
Typically, for Roy Campanella, on a table in front of him.
ton Owens, the man who had pre- Dierker 12-8 at New York, Genon their minds except baseball - or maybe a place to park
"I've always believed to be pared
he had an even finer day than the
in either league.
"Chargin' Charlie's" Dod- try 6-8 and Koosman 8-5 2.
when they get there.
good in baseball, you have to have ge.
last time.
The California Angels of the American League and the
Atlanta,
and
Niekro
Pap15-8
Cars are vital to baseball attendance and that's a fact.
"It's the greatest day of my a bit of little boy in you," he said,
new San Diego team in the National, both bucking Dodger
Glotzbach admittedly wants to pas 4-8 at Philadelphia, Chamyou
tend
forget
to
after
spell
York
a
where
in
New
the
life," he said, as they wheeled repeating a favorite quotation race Sunday, but said he will pion 3-5 and Wise 7-9, 2, 6:05
competition, are struggling.
subways deliver the most customers in masses of happy
him around inside the almost of his.
Meanwhile, the Boston Red Sox, with no competiton,
settle for nothing but a good p. m.
humanity.
"When you see a grown man car, meaning
sacrosanct, cathedral-like hall
are flying.
Los Angeles, Sutton 12-10 and
either Fox's or
But.
other
the
attendance
day
survey
a
thoughtful
of
at
of fame in which his own plaque running around the bakes and Yunick's , he said.
Foster 3-5 at Pittsburgbf Veale
The Red Sox, who have been adopted by their entireBaltimore pointed up that while the Orioles have been dohad just been officially added. hopping up and clown, and when
Petty's victories have built 5-11 and Ellis 7-10, 2, 6:05 p. m.
auto-driving area and perhaps should be known as "The
;lig
they're
okay
some
losing
still
fringe
traffic
to
auto
the
one
your
of
teammates greets his point standing to 2,431, seco"To see my name and my bust
San Francisco, Perry 12-7 at
New England Red Sox," recently became the first team in
Braves since that franchise switched from Milwaukee to
in here gives me the kind of feel- you with a hug or a kiss, they nd to the 2,574 points held by Chicago, Holtzman 12,5, 2:30
the majors to go over the million mark in home attendAtlanta.
ing that is impossible to de- you have a little boy in you. Pearson. Both men are two-time p.,m.
ance.
The survey covered the general picture from 1966
San Diego, Sintorini 9-9 at
scribe," he went on, looking at
grand national champions.
when the Braves landed in Atlanta. This year there could
Still, the subway isn't all that bad. Top crowd in the
Played For Nothing
his likeness cast in brolize.
Behind him in the point stand- St. Louis, Briles 10-9, 9 p. m.
majors was 60,096 at Yankee Stadium for the White Sox on
be some excuses. The Orioles had a runaway going in their
Montreal, Stoneman 6-12 at
"I don't think it looks like me,
division from early in the season while the Braves were
ings were James Hylton with
June 8 and the top for the National League was 59,083 at
"The game of baseball has 2,379, Neil Castles with 2,199 Cincinnati, Maloney 4-2, 8:05
but I'll accept it, anyway," CamShea Stadium as the Mets played host to the Cubs July 9.
close all the way in the National League's West.
.
been wonderful to me," Campy and Elmo Langley with
p. m.
py smiled.
2,163.
Wednesday's Games
He smiled, as a matter of continued. "When you play the
in NASCAR's grand touring
fact, throughout most of the offi- game, you don't think of the division, T. C. Hunt of Atlanta Atlanta at Phila., night
cial ceremony at which Bowie paychecks on the first and 15th has 904 points, followed by Frank Houston at New York, night
Kuhn, the baseball commission- of the month. I know I played Sessoms of Darlington, S. C., Los Ang at Pittsburgh, night
er, formally inducted him, Stan nine years for nothing. Regard- with 902, .Buck Baker of Char- San Fran at Chicago
By United Press International would not have any experience lcins, a seventh
Musial, Waite Hoyt and Stan Cov- less of my being in a wheelchair, lotte, N. C. with 891, Ken Rash San Diego at St. Louis, night
- -round choice
I consider today one of thegreat- of High Point, N. C. .with 877, Montreal at Cincinnati, night
in the middle."
eleski into the Ball.
from _Nebraska, received only a
Chicago Austin Denney also
Nine-year-man Jim Boeke and
A threat of rain hung over est Moments of my life, I'm and C. B. Gwyn of Marion, Va.,
farewell from the San Francisco
very proua to be associated with with 826.
seven-year veteran Bill Saul figu- made a move, but his was only Forty-Niners
ua
piuceecangs and it actually
American League
and Los Angeles
red clothes don't make the man, a short-yardage situation. The Rams, as did San Diego
did sprinkle a bit, but nothing baseball on any level because I
East
Charger
and both were happy to wear Bears tight end worked at offen- quarterback Mike
could dampen the day or the loved it."
W. L Pct. GB
Fairn a taxi.
new
sive
tackle "in case he's needed squad member last year.
uniforms Monday to stay
occasion for the 46 - year - old,
By JOHN JEANSONNE
Baltimore
69 31 .690
Campanella paused a moment.
in the National Football League. in an emergency," a team spokpartially-paralyzed Campanella,
UPI Sports Writes..
55 42 .567 12%
The top 10 drivers in the grand Detroit
But former C. W.Post quarterBoeke, a 6-5, 260-pound offen- esinan said.
Boston
"As a teenager," he said, 'I "Words cannot express all I national point standings:
56 44 .560 13
back Tim Carr, Cut by the Rams
want
to
say,"
he
said,
his
voice
There were several new faces last
never had any idea this would
52 53 .495 19%
The rich get richer and the sive tackle who formerly played
1. David Pearson,Spartanburg, Wash.
week, was given another
cracking. "Thank you, and may S. C.
New York 48 54 .471 22
ever happen to me."
poor lose the one-run games. for Los Angeles and Dallas, was apparent, also, as Houston Oiler chance when the Chargers signed
2,574 points.
my fellow members accept me
Coach
obtained
Wally
Cleveland
Lemm
by
Detroit
praised
the
Lions
rook40
61 .396 29%
The Chicago .Cubs, leaders of
Richard Petty, Randleman,
2.
'
him as a free agent.
for what I have done."
West
No Comment
the National League East since from the New Orleans Saints ies Loyd Wainscott, a linebacker
_lit. C., 2,431.
WiltingIr-01" not, Waite Hoyt
Pct. GB.- opening day, and the St. Louis In exchange for a 1970 drafr from Texas; Elbert Dzungo, an
3. James Hylton,
Minn.
61 39 .610
offensffe-WeIleWnTennessee
Later, when it was all over, explained what Campanella was 2,379.
Cardinals, 18-8 in July, escaped choice.
Oakland
56 40 .583 3
Saul, a middlelinebacker, went State; and Johnny Peacock, a safthey tried to get him to comment trying to say when he got up to
with narrow victories Monday
4. Neil Castles, Charlotte,
Charlie Coned}, Kyle Rote,
Seattle
*2 57 .424 18% while .20 other major league tea- from the Pittsburgh Steelers to ety from the University of Houson the recent tangle between speak. "You always think you N. C., 2199.
Frank
Kan.
Gifford and Erldie Price City
never
were
42
good
58
enough,"
ton,
Hoyt
for
their
.420
the
performance
Dallas
Cowboys
19
for an undisin an
Jackie Robinson and Bob Feller
ms took the day off.
5. Elmo Langley, Landover, Chicago
the New York football Giants'
40 60 .400 21
regarding opportunities in base- said,
The victims were the San Die- closed draft choice and Dallas intrasquad scrimmage.
Md., 2,163.
Calif.
38 60 .388 22 go Padres, who took a vow of Coach Tom Landry was"pleased
Only the truly great ones think
Defensive back Gary cfoldena "All-American" backfield in the
ball for Negro ballplayers when
6. John Sears, Ellerbe, N.C.,
- Monday's Results
that
fellows
way,
like
Hoyt,
Musi-dto get him because if anything a 15th round pick. from-Tiols 1.950a - ire alt Tarte. broa
they are all through, and Campy
poverty
when
entered
they
the
1,971.
No games scheduled
al and Coveleski,andel course,
happened to Lee Roy Jordan we1 Tech and cornerbackJames Haw- casters today.
told them:
league
expansion
an
team,
as
7. E. J. Trivette, Atlanta
Teday's Probable Pitchers
"1 do not get into other peOples Roy. Campanella.
and the San Francisco Giants,
1,880.
MI Times NOT
arguments." 8. Bobby Isaac,CatiV5icit.-C.,
New York, Bahnsen 6-11. at always rich in talent but below
FOUR WINNERS
Yes, but what did he think
1,859.
Oakland, Blue 0-1, 10:30 p. m. the World Series pay bracket
about the comments made by
9. Jabe Thomas, ChristiansBoston, Nagy 6-2 at Califor- since 1962.
The Cubs scored twice in the
burg, Va. 1,835.
nia, Murphy 6-13, 11 p. m.
OCEANPORT, N.J. UPI-Eddie
10. J.'
C. McDuffie, Sanford,
Washington, Coleman 7-8 at 10th inning to nip the Giants, 4-3,
Maple rode four winners at Mon- N. C., 1,834.
-while St. Louis edged the Padres,
Seattle, Segui 74, 11 p. m.
mouth Park Monday, including
Baltimore, Cuellar 11-9 at 2-1.
Restless Sis in the feature $12,Billy Williams singled in the
Kansas City, Bunker 5-7, 8:30
000 allowance race. Th:ee of
winning run for Chic-ago following
p. mu.
NEW YORK UPI - Dave Hill, Maple's winners were sent off
Detroit, Lolien 14-2 and Mc- a walk and singles by Don Kesswho took over the PGA money at odds of 5-1 or higher.
Lain 15-5 at Minnesota, Perry inger and Glenn Beckert as the
Paavo
Nurmi
known
was
a:
lead by winning the Philadelphia
"The Flying Finn" for capturing 11-5 and Boswell 11-9, 2, 6.30 Cubs beat Juan Marichal for the
Classic while Gene Littler was
first time since Sept, 9, 1966.
24 world running records and p. m.
on vacation,' already is being
Chicago, Carlos 4-2 and John
The Giants had tied the game,
seven
Olympic
medals
gold
in
challenged by Littler after his
IN NINTH PLACE
6-9, at Cleveland, Hargan 2-8 2-2, on Willie McCovey's two-run
track.
first week back on the tour.
and Tiant 8-11 2, 5:30 p.
homer, his 31st of the season,
Littler finished in a fourthWednesday's Games
in the eighth, and went ahead
place tie in the American Golf
New York at Oakland, night on consecutive singles by Bobby
CINCINNATI UPI - Betsy RawClassic last weekend to cut Hill's ls, oldest player ever to win the
Boston at Calif.,
'
(Night
Dick
Train) Laned11,14 Wash at Seattle, night
money lead to $20,485. Hill, who Ladies' ProfessiOnal Golf AssocBonds, Ron Hunt and Willie May
night
.finished 18th in the American iation championship, jumped fr- pass interceptions for the Los Bait at Kan City, night
in the 10th.
Classic, has earned$130,968 whi- om 15th to ninth place Monday Angeles Rams in 1952 is the Detroit at Minn., night
At St. Louis, Julian Javier
le Littler has $110,483,
smashed a solo homer in the first
on the LPGA money winners liet. NF-L- record for aerial steak Chicago at Cleveland, night
inning, then singled and scored
on Vada Pinson's double in the
sixth as Cardinal rookie Chuck
Taylor won his third straight
game.
San Diego scored its only run
in the eighth when Walt Hriniak
reached first on Javier's error,
went to third on Ed Spiezio's single and came home on Roberto
Penn's double.
But the Padres can no longer
be redeemed. They are 241;2
games behind Western Division
leader Atlanta, and the pennant
race is just beginning to heat up.

ach Has
Sports Parade Clotzb
No Car For
Sunday's Race

BASEBALL Boeke,Saul Traded In NFL Sunday
ROUNDUP

LITTLER MOVING UP
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OBTAINS COURT ORDER

Our car the movie star.
CARACAS UPI - Hotel owners
*ho obtained court orders to keep
members of the Tokyo Dragons
here until the Global League paid
its hotel bills, Monday proposed
that half the $100,000 in bills be
paid now and the remainder later,
League officials promised "the
money is on the way," but th
Tokyo players weren't so optimistic.
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THOSE HIGH-KICKING Englishmen are at if again.
Derek Jefferson of Inpaich Town of the English First Div.
sion takes a flying shot at soccer ball in an exhibition ,

r
match against a Crechoslovakiesi team in Vancouver, B.C. '
the English team won, 3-0.

PITTSBURGH UPI - The Pittsburgh Pirates Monday put catcher Jerry May on the disabled
list as a result of an arm injury
suffered when an ambulance, rushing May to the hospital for a
hip injury, was involved in a traffic accident in Montreal July 14.

Eagles lead the National cotball League in pals receiving
with 18 in 1934.'

Incredible as it sounds, you ore looking at the romantic lead of a big new
Hollywood picture.
- Please, no autographs. .
The picture is Walt Disney Studio's
"The love Bug." And our VW appears
tin all its real life splendor) as Herbie,
the main chorocter.
Why would a big film studio wont to
make a movie star out of lie bug?
Why not?
Sianina one up for a lifetime costs
onlYi 933.8iThat's less than they have
to pay other movie stars in a single day.

Once signed up, the bug won't suddenly start making crazy demands. IA
gallop of gas for every 27 miles or so is
off.)
No studio could ask for a less temperamental star. (It'll work any time, anywhere and in any weather.)
Or one with fewer bad habits. (It
doesn't even drink water.)
Or orte that ages so gracefully.
And of course, there isn't a performer
around that's better,known to the public.
Who else makes three million personal
appearances on the road woery day?

Our car con be seen in Walt Disney's Production of "The love Bug."

Starts Tomorrow At The Cheri Theatre For 14 Days.
Your "Love Bug'. button and sticker are waiting for you.

CARR
800 CHESTNUT

Air Conditioning Avallabio
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Potts-Justice Engagement

DEAR ABBY: My best friend and her husband have two
adopted children, a boy and a girl. The little girl is nearly
five, and she is a very affectionate child who likes to hug,
kiss, and climb all over the men who visit in the home.
The mother expressed great concern over this, and
confided, "I know what her REAL mother war like, and
that's what worries me." [The implication being that
because most adopted children are products of unwed
mothers, they will turn out "bad" like their mothers.] I am
sure that many people feel that this is true, but I, for one, do
not believe it.
I feel so strongly about this, Abby, because I happen to
be adopted, altho few of my friends are aware of it. I would
like to see this letter printed with your comments. Thank
you.
ADOPTED AND HURT
DEAR ADOPTED: The causes of illegitimacy are net
hereditary. Your friend Is unbelievably Ignorant, and I hope
someone educates her before she communicates her Rolla
fears to her adopted children.

DEAR NOT: No, but I'll bet your fat friend with the
pimply complexion and "terrible" personality can. Watch her
and listen to her and find out why the boys find her so
attractive. She may not be so great, but If she makes other
people think THEY'RE great. she'll win a popularity contest.
DEAR ABBY: This isn't just an ordinary mother-in-law
gripe. I really do love my mother-in-law, but she does
something that gripes me no end.
Whenever I have something new on, she wants to know
where I bought it, bow much it costs, and would I mind
terribly if she got one like it since "we don't go around in the
same crowd" [It's true, we don't go around in the same
crowd, but we both go to a lot of the same places, and we
know a lot of the same people.]
Abby, she's a darling woman, and we're the same size,
and can wear the same styles, but what can I do? Of course I
tell her I don't mind, but I don't enjoy going somewhere
dressed like one of the Bobbsey twins. So what do you
suggest?
ONE OF A KIND
DEAR ONE: I suggest yes Aber Welt orIM 1111r—sini
quit telling her you lout mind when yes DO spied, or else
continue as you are and suffer the esseelplesees.
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Mrs. Marian Lockett of Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, announces
the engagement of her daughter, Miss Jennifer'Jean Potts of
107 Green Street, Clay, Ky.. to Ronald E. Justice of 1623 Crestview Drive, Madisonville.
Miss Potts is the daughter of Gene Potts of Clay, Ky. She
is the granddaughter of the late Squire Mitt Potts and Mrs. Allie
Potts of Kirkseyrand of the late Otis Wrirkmaef and Mrs. Myrtle
Jordan of Lynn Grove.
The bride-elect is a 1969 graduate of Webster County High
School and is presently attending the University of Kentucky,
Henderson Extension, where she is majoring in elementary edu_
_
cation.
Vr. Justice is a 1967 graduate of Madisonville High School
and aitends Murray State University where he is majoring in
physical education.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 30,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the evening at the St. Mary's Episcopal
Church, Madisonville. A reception will follow at the Holiday Inn
in MadiArle. No formal invitations are being sent, but all friends an
atives of the couple are invited to attend.
After b trip following the wedding, the coupte plans to rercity
in Madisonville and attend—tha U
Kentuc_ky,_
Madisonville 44tension.

Linda Billington
Complimented With
Tea At Holiday Inn
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FINAL SHOE CLEARANCE
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Womens And Childrens
Shoes
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COOK'S JEWELRY
west Main
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Our New Pharmacist At Our
Discount Pharmacy In Bel Air
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Thanks To Your
Increased Patronage,
Mr. Adrian Ligon
'Registered Pharmacist,
Has Joined
Mr. Charles Adams
at Say-Rite in
Bel Air to serve
Your Every
Prescription Need
Fast, Efficiently,
and Economically!
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Mr. Adrian Ligon (above right) joins Mr. Charlie Adams
at Say-Rite's Bel Air Discount Pharmacy.
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Ask Our Pharmacists
in Bel Air for
This Outstanding
Special thru Sat., Aug. 2,'69
753-8304
Open Daily 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
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ENJOY SAV-RITE'S MANY EXCLUSIVE
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You'll Love Our
Gift - Shoppe!
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Gifts for any occasion to suit the
most discriminating taste are yours in Say
-Rite's exclusive Gift
Shoppe! Brand name items in all
price ranges are
yours — and attractive gift
wrapping is available
at no charge' You4i be proud
to give and receive
gifts from the Gift Shoppe.

;
1aitti

$299.$399-$499.$599_4699.$799_$799.....T9
III
III

4;

You'll find our paper back book department is the largest in the area — it's filled with today's top sellers as
well as a wide variety of newspnpers and magazines.
A complete selection for all reading preferences is alWays available.
•

Bring The Kiddies to See Our
Birthday Treasure Chest
Register to get the key to the
Chest that unlocks it for prizes
they'll appreciate!
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Effective antacid
for gastric distress
and fleartburn.
Good thru Aug. 2, '69 $1.98
Value
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corsages of white daisies by the
hostesses.
The guests were seated at
the large banquet table in the
dining room of the beautiful
home. The table was covered
with a white imported cloth
and centered with an arrangement of garden flowers. A delicious luncheon was served.
Place cards were written for
twenty-five persons.

HI

were also presented hostesses'
gift corsages of white carnations.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a mama
The guests were greeted at
reply writs to Abby, Box WM, Los Angeles, CaL SSW andl
the door by Mrs. Harris, and
oselose a stamped, self-oidressed envelope.
Miss Linda Carol Billington were asked to sign
the register
.whose marriage to Donald Paul by Mrs. Stahler.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want Is
Lee was an event of July 10 was
The beautifully appointed tea
ILaww," seed $1 to Abby, Bo: $5714, Les Angeles, Cal. MM. the honoree
at a lovely tea held table was covered with
a yelat the Red Room of the Holi- low cloth overlaid with a
white
day Inn on Saturday, July 5.
lace cloth-. Centering the table
The
gracious
hostesses
f
o
r
MARE Inrgla GRAYS
was a lovely arrangement of
the occasion were Mesdames white snapdragons
and baby
Ryan Graham, Guy Billington, yellow chrysanthe
mums
in a
Tuesday, July 29
Jim Stahler, Bayless Cornett, crystal bowl with
crystal tearA swim party for 10th, 11th, Virgil Harris, Joe Parker, Bob
drops supported by a silver
and 12th grade members will Billington, and Ted Billington.
stand.
be held at the Oaks Country
For the special event the hoBasket arrangements of yelClub from three to six p.m. noree chose to wear from her
low mums and chrysanthemums
Each may invite one guest and trousseau a navy crepedreas
w.ere..useel throughout ;,he room.
bring a sack lunch.
with a white nylon pleated bo- Punch and dainty
party cakes
•• •
dice and loosely fitting sleeves were served from
silver apSaturday, August 2
with matching accessories. She pointments.
The annual Hendon Ceme- was presented with a corsage of
Mrs. Bob Billington presided
BUILDERS OP PINE
tery cleaning will be held. It white carnations by the hostessat the punch bowl and Mrs. Ted
MEMORIALS
is located in Stewart County, es.
Billington served the cakes.
Porto, Whet. - Manager
enn. Donations may be sent
Mrs. Owen Billington, mother
Guests called between the
111 Maple St. 753-2512
o Mrs. Roy Irvan, 717 Syca- of the honoree, and Mrs. Ewing hours
of one to two-thirty o'ore, Murray.
Lee, mother of the groom-elect. clock in the
_afternoon.

maaL

navy with navy accessories.

Miss Janith Jones
Honored At Brunch
At The Holiday In

By Abigail Van Buren

PAGE FTV t

Miss Doran, her mother, Mrs.
Bridal Luncheon
Glenn Doran, and her motherMr. and Mrs. Roger Bryan of
"Oakhu
rst'
at
Held
in-law to be, Mrs. Jewel R.
Livonia, Mich., and Miss Cheryl
Weatherly, were all presented
Bryan of Drayton Plains, Mich., For Miss Doran

have been the guests of Mrs. The first of a series of events
Bryan's sister, Mrs. Norman honoring Miss Patricia Anne
KLapp and Mr. Klapp, for the Doran, August 30th bride-elect
past several days. They left of James Gardner Weatherly,
Sunday for Memphis, Tenn., to was a luncheon held at "Oakvisit Mr. Bryan's sister, Mrs. hurst" on Thursday, July 24, at
Edgar Jones and Mr. Jones, be- twelve-thirty o'clock in the affore returning to their homes ternoon.
•••
Mrs. Harry Sparks, Mrs. H. T.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Simmons Watdrop. Mrs. Maurice Humphand sons, Kurt and Karl, of rey, Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes, and
Springfield, Mo., have been the Mrs. Rodney Scott were the
Miss Janith Jones, bride-elect guests the past two. weeks of gracious hostesses for the event.
of Billy Wilson, was the hon- Mrs. Simmons' mother, Mrs. The bride-elect chose to wear
oree at a delightful brunch Lectra Andrus, Miller Avenue.from her trousseau a lime
held at the Red Room of the While here Mr. Simmons taught green A-line dress trimmed in
Holiday Ian on Wednesday a two weeks' course at Murray
July 23, at nine-thirty o'clock State University.
Heights has left to spend a
•••
in the morning.
Serving as hostesses for the
Mrs. Dewey • Jona of 111. three weeks' vacation with Mr.
prenuptial occasion were Mrs. North 10th Street, Murray, has and Mrs. Afton Woodall o f
L. W. Paschall, Mrs. Duff Er- returned home from attending Clearwater, Fla.
• ••
win, Mrs. Herman K. Ellis, and the wedding of her niece in
J. C. Ford have
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs. Robert 0 Miller.
Ottawa, Canada. While there
For this bridarevent the ho- she was the guest of her sister, returned home after spending
a two weeks' vacation at a fishnoree chose to wear from her Mrs. Erin Brunnette and
trousseau a purple linen dress
Enroute home she visited ing lodge in Minnesota. Mr.
with pink accessories.
Mrs. Daisy Haynes of Detroit, Ford is with the Carrier Corporation and Mrs. Ford is secThe bridal book was placed Mich.
• • 4,
on a table covered with an em• retary to J. Field Montgomery.
broidered linen cloth and cenMr. and Mrs. R. C. Snell, Jr., administrator of the Murraytered with a large paper mache and children, John, Chuck, and Calloway Colinty Hospital.
• *•
1
bride.
Jennifer Anne, left Thursday
Mrs.
Charles Tolley
and
Dr.
The brunch table was beauti- for their home in Bloq,mfieid
fully appointed with three ar- Hills, Mich., after spending' two and children, Bill, Ray, and Ka.
rangements of mixed garden weeks in the home of Mrs. roe, have joined their other two
flowers in small pottery bowls. Snell's parents, Mr. and Mrs. children, Wynn and Karl, for
Covers were laid for fourteen R. R. Parker, and brother, Lt. a visit with Dr. Tolley's paruests and the hostesses.
CoL (Ret.) Dale Parker of Mur- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Toe
ley, West Main Street. Wynn
Miss Jones was presented ray Route' ritee.'
and Karl have been with their
•• •
with a lovely wedding gift by
e hostesses.
Mrs. Myrtle Thorn of Almo grandparents for a month.

10.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 13-year-old girl. I am pretty and
smart, have a good figure and a nice complexion, and people
tell me I have a good personality.
My friend is fat, has a pimply complexion and a terrible
personality, but she gets all the boys Can you help me?
NOT POPULAR

TUESDAY—JULY 29. 1969

PERSONALS

Phone 753-1917 or '753-4947

'Davi-Abbi,

Mom's fear
can hurt child

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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NEW YORK UPI -Some respit
in the extensive two-month bed
move in stock prices would seen
logical at this point, said Goo(
body di Co.
However, even allowing for
rally based on bargain huntin
and some sorting out, the markt
appears to be following with r( markable parallel its 1966 experiences. The objectives of filtcal and monetary restraints aPi ear even more clearly define I
now than they were then, th
arm said.
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Newman, Guernsey, Grand • Champion. The Daley
Cattle Show was held Thursday at the fairgrounds
photo by Joe Hayden

WELRY

t Main

III

Ill

esit.. Hal Johnson of Johttson Implement
rlo.,.;:•,oa Road, dealer who sold the tractor
to Blalock, is pictured right, Doc Johnson, a
.ariirter, is not pictured.
photo by :toe Hayden
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Malnutrition in India
NE% DELHI (UPI) .1 About
50 per cent of the children in
India suffer from some form of

Ill

!I!

malnutrition, according to the
Indian Health Minister.

III

*
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Grand Rapids, Mich., is“
ycar-ald coed at Eastern
Michigan Utiversity, Ypsisine
lanti, has been missingc
July 23. The Ann Arboi Ypsilanti area is where -six
young women have been
found slain in past two years.

*

More Indians
Hear Radio
NER DELHI - (UPI) - The
number of radio sets in India
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Animal shaped vitamins for children.
Tasty fruit flavors!
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Tobacco Department
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MISS KENTUCKY 1968, JANET SUE HATFIELD,
have
of Jeffersonto*h receives a salute from Gov. Louie B.
l• 'I is vast majority of
i)onntistion live7
dvr..
. Nunn as she prepares to begin a 22-day tour of miltwhich
-fry installations in Vietnam. Miss Kentucicy goes to
tiiy skyline. Yet such ' Atlantic City, N.J.,
July 27 for ten days of orientation
,of
and then to Vietnam with Miss Americ Jgclith Anne
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has increased 33 times since police authorities have
1969,.perlicalig from_ _na

there were 920,000 sets with a ways, asserting the slow-moo mg
total revenue from licenses of vehicles have caused a number
$16 million.
of traffic accidents.

MB •an ••• •••

Save up to 50% and More.
HAIR SPRAY DISCOUNT PRICED!!

MELLO MIS T or
AQUA NET
HAIR SPRAY

hi

MANILA (UPI) - Philippine
banned

MI •/MO filk•••••

29 19614

III WI

Hi
Ban Pedicabs
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"Day In, day
out . . . Say-Rite
saves you
money!"

I"

FRANKFOR'f. Ky. (UPI)The old college beanie hasn't
found its way to, the Kentucky
State Reformatory at LaGrange
yet, but a 'class of 27 inmates
there is busy conjugating verbs
and writing freshmen themes.
The c-Ta`ss is -the- -first in a
college extension program at the
institution which corrections of-.
ficials want to continue if suf- 7TH ANN ARBOR CASEY
Karen Sue Bieneman of
ficient funds are available.

MIN,• MEE ••••••••
••••OWED ,.•••

Miss SAIt-tite says:

UI
a.
I

Go To School

t•

OM

TUESDAY-AAA

THE COST OF
LIVING DROPS!
Alf
tek
Lower
Prices
s
DISCOUNT BRIG CENTERS

III
hi

The better tone which has developed in the bond market in recent days seems to parallel a
better showing by the utilities,
ys E. F. Hutton & Co, Utiii •
have been able to held -during
'the recent slide- above their late
June low, while both industrials
and rails dropped below their
respective lows of -last month.
A similar pattern appeared at
the market's bottom in October,
1966, the firm pointed out.

4* Callen, In Reformatory

III

111••

The mystery over the capital
expenditures trend holds the kei
to the suspense over Federal
Reserve policy, the Janeway Letter observed. Unfortunately, the
letter said, what really is happening on the capital expenditures
front now is subject to more
than normal confusion over statistics.
While many of the excesses
is unseasoned issues Which characterized the market in 1968
still remain to be corrected,
Abraham
Co. says, the stock
market in general may be near
an intermediate term low-point.
he recent action of the market
is discounting most of the uncertainties that may lie ahead, the
firm adds.

•
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increaseo _by lumina quarter
million at this point.
MOROCCO
TUNISIA
The Coast Guard relate also
;
IFNI
gave these figures for 1 7
ALGERIA
SPANISH
- Deaths in bhating accidents
SAMARA
EGYPT
LIBYA
were up 2.3 per cent -- 1,342
By J ACK WOL1STON
(UAR.)
-1967
1,312
in
compared with
MAURITANIA
YORK (UPI)
NEW
SEAM
but reported injuries were down
MALI
An alarming number of pleasure 5.9
GAMBIA
per cent - 1,284 against
T.
UPPER
PORT.
boating mishaps have been re- 1,A65 in
CHAD
VOLTA
1967.
SUDAN
GUINEA
ported so far this year, leading
NIGERIA
GUINEA
-- Property damage was up
CENTRAL
observers to predict 1969 may 9.5 per cent - 36,631,600 comCAMEROON
SIERRA
ETHIOPIA
AFRICAN
LEONE
be one of the worst in terms pared with $6,054,100 in 1967.
N tray0ANDA
LW/11A
GHANA
of casualties and property damTOGO
IVORY
I
RWANDA .
- There were 5,427 vessels
COAST DAHOMEY
GABON
KENYA SOMALIA
BURUNDI
age.
involved in the 4,194 accidents
RIO
MUNI
Most discouraging have been reported.
ZANZIBAR
THE CONGO
CONGO REPUBLIC
1-'
the number of accidents reportA Coast Guard analysis of
TAYCLANIA
CABINDA
ed involving multiple deaths, its statistics showed the familiar
MALAWI
ANGOLA
such as a recent capsizing on pattern of pervious years where
USAIR*
claimed
six
which
a Texas lake
fatalities were concerned -- caplives.
SOUTHWEST
MOZAMBIQUE
sizings accounted for more lives
AFRICA
unpleasant outlook lost
This
other type of casthan
any
Coast
comes on the heels of the
ualty, followed by falls overBOTSWANA
Guard's annual statistical report board and sinkings, in that or41.4"*SIA MALAGASY
SOUTH
SWAZILAND REPUBLIC
accidents
boating
which shows
AFRICA
der.
reported in 1968 were up 2 per
LESOTHO
Most of the capsizings were
,cent over the preceding year - attributed to faulty operations
4,194, compared with 4,113 in such as improper loading or
POPE'S VISIT-This new map of Africa, with some 40 new
1967.
nations of the modern era, locates Uganda in the east, overloading of the boat, ignoring
It should be P°inted (R"•''weather warnings, and operating
eentral region, the scene of Pipe Paul's visit.
howeser, that the number of in waters that exceeded the limregistered pleasure boats opera- its of the boat or the operating in 1968 was 4,742,871 a- tor's experience.
gainst 4,458,893 in 1967. And
Most of the personal injuries
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
that 1968 figure probably has resulted from collision of two
ramming
a
vessels or one craft
OUU UM 00000
Fires and ex4-Blemish
ACROSS
BUMMOO MOMMEI
0011111111MENEENIEENIIMMIII‘ fixed object.
5-Sea eagle
plosions caused the second larGB PAMPOMa no
6-Behold!
1-Gratuity
gest number of injuries, but ac- 4-Mystic
mn MEP 0000
7-The comma
word in
Psalms
8 Pays attention
00MO MMERi
-- counted for the greatest amount
9-Mountain home
9-Greek letter
CUOMO UPUN Iff
of property damage.
12-Macaw
10-Part of body
rir30E
, IZREILJ
Disregard of sale fueling prac- 13-Ordinary writing 11-Cyprinowl
120 MOM morn
fish
-Conceited
tices, improper maintenance of 14
15-Group of people 16-Electrified
MOO REMO ORM
particle
engine and equipment, and in- 17-Mexican shawl
mai ummo HO
18-Lift
19-Decay
experience of,the operator were
00 00000RO AO
20-Commemorative 20-Pretentious
=NOM 000MIN
cited as the principal causes of' dusk
home
00MUU 00 OUg
21-Subsequently
21 -Anon
fires and explosions.
to
One interesting aspect of the 23-Note of scale 22-Vegetable
24 Continued
3.3-Note of scale
45 Is in debt
Coast Guard report was the fact
attempt to gain 23-Meadows
46 Patent
36 Expert
25-Web
possession
footed
(colloq.)
that at the time the vessels be38-Avoids
bird
47-Female sheep
40-Occurrence
came involved in accidents in 27-Hostelry
26-At dent
48-High card
28-Departed
42-Anglo Sinion
28-Pronoun
ag.Fernal• deer
65.2 per cent of the cases the 30 Portico
29-Twist
money
50-Seed
water was calm;in 85.1 per cent lymbot for
32-Measuring
44 Lamb's pen
53.Spenish
nickel
device
name
article
of the cases the weather was 32-Ascertain
extent
clear; in 68.7 per cent of the
of
cases there was no wind or it .34-1(mg of Basilan
was light, and in 82.5 per cent 35-Arrive
37-Father
of the cases visibility was good. 38-Peer Gynt's
mother
What is the key to safe and
This basket holds
out
happy- boating? The number 39-Growing
of
information and
one
answer
is
probably:
USE
41 -P1'24105111os
gifts especially
42-Above
COMMON SENSE:
helpful for you.
43
Number
Second might be to take one
Call your
45-Hattie metal
of the fine courses in boating 46
-Sea bird
Welcome Wagon
education offered free of charge 48-Honors
hostess today
by such organizations as the 51-Be in debt
U.S. Coast Guard Auxilliary, U. 52-Relative
S. Power Squadrons and the 54-Also
55-Through
Phew 710-2378
American Red Cross. They do 56-Stories
an excellent job of explaining 57.Strtch
marine traffic laws and water
DOWN
safety rules and teaching the
Sunburn
essentials of transporting, navi2-Man's name
gating and caring for a boat. 3Sponsor
or
Distr. by Unitad Feature Syndics
29
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It doesn't complicate
your life.
Maverick is the simple machine-simple to own, simple
to repair, simple to service,
simple to drive.

It doesn't cost
a lot.
With prices everywhere going
sky-high, Maverick comes
along with a down-to-earth
price-$1995.'

It doesn't have
a tiny trunk.. --.
Maverick gives you 10.4 cu
.
ft. of trunk space-nearly
twice as much as the leading
import. Now the whole family's luggage can go along
for the ride.

It doesn't squeeze
you in.
Some big people live in this
country. That's why we made
Maverick bigger than the imports. Lots of legroom and
shoulder room.

It doesn't burn
a lot of gas.

It doesn't cost a lot for maintenance.
You can do most maintenance jobs yourself, if
you want. If your mechanic does it, he can do
it in a lot less time. Great when time is money
and the money is yours.

Maverick gives you the kind
of mileage you'd expect from'
a little import-even with a
powerful six-cylinder engine.

It doesn't need a lot
of service.
Maverick oil changes and chassis lubrication
come less often than in the leading import.
(Isn't it time you started seeing less of your
mechanic and more of your car?)

Cheaper
by the
doesn't&

It's great for parking, great
for handling, great for zipping
through traffic.

Turn on the engine and turn
loose 105 frorses-nearly .„1
twice as much as the l!adry4
import. This, mear.$ r4111104
power, passin• aver.,..14
kind of
neg.,

Wire
Iiite a kite.
The road might be wet aid
the wind strong but Maverick's tread is wider than the
car is high-great for stability.
(Most economy imports are
higher than their tread is
wide.)

It doesn't follow
the herd.

It doesn't skimp on essentials.

It doesn't
squeeze you out.

It doesn't hold back
on power.

Maverick gives you tough brakes, unitized body
construction, rustproofing, and four coats of
paint. Its 3-speed transmission is able to handle twice as much horsepower as the engine
turns out.

Maverick's new, different. A
bright idea with bold, new
colors. See your Ford Dealer
for the rest of the story. Find
out why Maverick is the hottest selling new car to come
along since Mustang.

MAVERICK

414

NIMROD
num Pola
trailer. P• i

YIN

•

FOR

-1995

Foe 00 authentic 1/25 suds model of die Sew Ford Ns"ode*, send St 00 to Maverick, PO Boy 5397. Department
NC. Detroit, Michigan 48211 (Otter 4ids July 31. 1969 I

•Menufacturer's suggested reloti price for the cm. Price do•• net 'delude. white sidevreN
tires, $32.00, dealer preparation charge, It any; weapon/4ton cholla, WM* sod local lies.
•
•

nanitrn num wit
/111111.11 I %MU MU.
•

MURRAY,KY.
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AKC
pies. P lii .
P. nt.
ANTIQ
table with
matching
spindle
ther ma
marble • •
bed, bowl
hall tree,
ished pie
piano Ii
sets and
miles So
Hubert's

,

•1;

V

o

mudirL

•

CABINET
screen,
sion, g I
$50.00.

Interior ot the New GRECIAN STEAK HOUSE
Built by:
Eurie Warren, Contractor
Lohmann Supply Co.,
Steele & Allbritten P lumbing & Electric
Tinsley Heating & Air Cond.
Hanna Sign Co., Paducah, Ky.
Sherwin- Williams Paint Co.
J & J Glass Co., Mayfield, Ky.

GE 30-IN
tric stov
electric
Call after

USED
consoles.
Several to
Music and
Pine

GRAND- OPENING SPECIALS
Wednesday, July 30 Only SIRLOIN STEAK
RIB EYE STEAK
CLUB STEAK
GROUND SIRLOIN
FRIED CHICKEN

1967, 110'
all elect
lot No. 5
Court.
MOTOR
2200
after 4:00

Your Choice

SOLID
Never b
3378.
SIAMESE
1108

(Wed. July 30 Only]
;

vice, Box
IL
'Ann
JOYCE
gan have
at Judy'
invite
_It
call
Located
Ping

All Include • Potato, Salad & Toast
SANDWICHES
Ribeye Steak
Pork Tenderloin
Chuck,Wagon
Beef J
Sirloin Burger
Fish

MENU
BREAKFAST
(From 6 a.m. to 11 a.m. only,
2 Eggs & Ham
115t
2 Eggs & Bacon
990

•

A-LA-CARTE
Combination Salad
Cole Slaw
Jell-o
Cottage Cheese ,
Apple Sauce
French Fries
or Baked

•

•

300
20e
20e
20e
200
20t
390

Sae
New Ford Maverick ... the simple machine

BEIGE GE
Selling in
ed set. •!

A

Onion Rings
s.'en

YELLOW
set with f
6749.

2 Eggs & Sausage

15*

1 Egg & Ham or Bacon
1 Egg & Sausage

Int
II9t

2 Eggs

50*

1 Egg

25*

3 Hofcakes & Ham

21/*

3 Hofcakes & Bacon
3 Hofcakes & Sausage

99e
990

2 Hofcakes & Ham or Bacon
2 Hofcakes & Sausage

119t

Order of Hotcakes

500

119t

DINNERS
Sirloin Steak - II-oz.
$1.69
Club Steak - 10-oz.
$1,119
Ribeye Steak - I-oz.
$1.59
Ground Sirloin 11.2$
New York Strip - 14-oz.
1-Bone Steak - 16-oz.
$2.19
39
Fried Shrimp - 6
$139
Sea Food Plate
$1.59
Fried Scallops
$1.59
Filet of Perch
$1.179
/
1
2 Fried Chicken
Special Sirloin Burger
(All Dinners Include Potatoes,
$1"
8"
. 41'
Salad, Toast)
DRINKS
Milk, large ____ 20t
small __ 15*
Coffee or Sanka
15*
Pepsi, large __ 150
Orange -- 15*
7-Up, large __ 15t Dr. Pepper
15*
Iced Tea ____ 15t
Hof Tea
10*

PEN
For
have,
need!
S.
CUSTO
HO
New
Anna F
Sandra

BREAKF
AST
SPECIA
L
Any Breakfast
On Our Menu
for Only

•
rteetan

STEAK HOUSE
Ills

(Includes Thinkj-

.41

`

Opening Day Only -B a.m. to lla.m.
_

----4111111111111wwwwwws
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FOR SALO

REAL ESTATE FOR SALO

SINGER Touch and Sew. Sews
forward and backward, makes
buttonholes, all fancy stitches.
All without attachments. Balance of $813.40 or payments of
$8.20 a month. Phone 753-8853.
3-30-P

NERD NEW ROOF-but abort
of money, apply Hy-Klan ftbrated asphalt aluminum. An amazing coating that seals holes,
prevents moisture from getting
through. Reflects 83% of sun's
rays and reduces temperature
by 15 degrees. Serves as inDON'T merely brighten carsulation Do the job for only
pets. . . Blue Lustre them . . . 3
cents a square foot. Ask
no rapid reselling. Rent shamabout special 20 gallon drum
pooer $1. Western Auto Store,
price at Hughes Paint Store.
Home of "The Wishing Well".
August-25-C
3-30-C
PEARS,
peaches,
THE amazing Blue Lustre will APPLES
leave your upholstery beauti- grapes, nectarines, prunes, and
fully soft and clean. Rent elec- plums. Call Truman Turner at
J-31-C
tric shampooer $1. Big K. A-2-C Coldwater, 489-2107.
PHILCO 8,500 BTU air-conditioner, perfect for trailer or
apartment. Phone 753-8468 after 5 p. m.
.1-30-C

RESTAURANT equipment. Call
753-9151 and ask for Linda between 8:00 a. m. and 2:00 p•
or 751'6094 anytime.
.1-31•C

CELERY GREEN carpet including pad, 9' x 12'. Excellent
condition, $40.00. Phone 7533363.
3-30-P

USED UPRIGHT freezer, 23 Cu.
feet. Good condition. Call 7531202.
3-31-C

1969 HONDA 350 C. B. with
windshield and helmet. Leas
NIMROD CAMPER. 14' alumi- than
800 miles. Service obliganum Pola-Craft boat and boat tions.
May call after 7:00 p.
trailer. Phone 753-6010. 3-30-C 753-7226.
3-31-C
YELLOW FORMICA top dining KENMORE
electric range, copset with four chairs. Phone 753- pert-one, 3
years old. Frigidaire
.1-31-C portable
6748.
dishwasher, 2 years
BEIGE GE Waaher. Like new. old, both excellent condition.
Selling in order to get a match- Also child's stroller and jump
A4P
ed set. Phone 753-8377. 3-31-C seat. Phone 753-6556.
AKC REGISTERED Beagle pup- DEL REV Camper. Fits 3/4-ton
pies. Phone 753-4554 after 5:00 truck. Practically new. Reasonp. m.
.1-31-P able. Call 435-4482.
3-29-C
14
FIBERGLASS run-about
with 40 HP motor and trailer.
Phone 435-4746.
A-1-C
WATERPROOF steel tool box
for pick-up. 9' x 10' tent, like
new. Cold drink chest type cooler. Phone 753-8119 from 7:00
a. in. to 5:00 p. in.
3,
29-P

ANTIQUES, gifts and old books.
Fifty per cent off during our
16th. annual sale. Large assortment The Pioneer House, Paris,
STYLE,
CABINET
21-inch Tennessee, US Highway 79
A-1-C
screen, black and white televi- South.
sion, good condition. Only KING SIZE
bed and maple head
$50.00. Call 753-2011. 3-31-NC board,
$135.00. Also solid oak
GE 30-INCH white deluxe elec- 5-piece Spanish dining room
tric stove, chrome oven. GE suite, $125.00. Phone 753-6420.
3-31-P
electric clothes dryer, white.
Call after seven p. in. 753-8848.
3-31.0
HELP WANTED

WANTED: Baby sitter, houseUSED TV's, table models and keeper,
experienced. F u 11
consoles. Your choice, $49.95. time. Furnish own transportaSeveral to choose from. Leach's tion. Phone 753-7166.
3-31-C
Music and TV,,pixieland Shopping Center. Phone 753-7575.
3-31-C
1967, 110' x 51' MORMF home,
all electric, furnished. Trailer
lot No. 5, Shady Oaks Trailer
Court.
3-31-P
MOTORCYCLE 175 cc. J a w a,
2200 actual miles. Call 753-5128
after 4:00 p. m.
3-31-P
SOLID MAPLE drop leaf table.
. Never been used. Phone 7623376.
3-31-C
SIAMESE CAT and kittens,
1106 Olive Street, 753-3318.
3-31-P

SPARE TIME
INCOME
Distributor
For This Area

Become • distributer in . oite Si
Amorica's largest and fastest grew▪ industries. You will be distrIls
sting oat4nal brand products.
N. oxportivelc• required.
All Sc
counts are contrectod for end sat
op by our company. YOU merely
restock locations with our national
brand products.

You Can Earn
$800 A Month
Or More
sed On Your
Effort

NOTICE

sAus &

SerELECTROLUX
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
August-12-C
Lynnville, Ky.
JOYCE MAYER and Gloria Morgan have now joined the staff
at Judy's Beauty Salon. They
invite their former patrons to
call them for an appointment.
Located in the Bel Air Shop
ping Center. Phone 753-5902.
A-2-C

PENNYR1CH BRA
For the figure you should
have, for the figure you
need I
Sizes 28-46, A-GO
CUSTOM FITTED IN OUR
HOME OR YOURS
New Consultants ...
Anne Faye Taylor - 152-5414
Sandra Rodoers - 152-7111111

WE

WELCOME

INVESTIGATION

NATIONAL
DISTRIBUTING CO.
435 So. Kimbrough
Springfield, Mo. 65806
WANTED: Mature person to
baby sit in my home. Phone
J-31'tC
753-8041.
EVENING FREE??? No experience needed to earn 25% commission demonstrating toys. No
necessaryInvestment.
Car
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
Johnstown, Pa. 15902.

1

July 27-August 2- 3:00 & 7:45 p.m.

COLDWATER
CHURCHIlf_CHRIST
LYNN ANDERSON
Evangelist
.• ••••••• • .‘ ••I ••••

YOU ARE INVITED

REAL IMITATE FOR SALO

SERVICES OFFERED

GENERAL ELECTRIC baundromat: Corner location in new
shopping center coming to Murray. Excellent returns on relatively
small
investment.
Phone collect Robert E. Humphreys, Jr., Owensboro, Kentucky 684-5253.
3-29-C

WLAC-T%
W I - V
ISM-TV
Channel $
Channel s
Channel 4
TaRSDAY EvENING PROGRAMS
€
0

..., News, Wthr
:30 Star Trek

41
F
Q

00 Star Trek
30 Julio
00 Movie:
. 30 "Invitation TO
.00 Gunfighter"
30 Movie

igi
6

Sots

News: War./ &WM Bronco
Mod Soued
Lemur
Mod Sere,
Lancer
The Liberec' View
N. Y. P. D
TM Liberec* item
Doris Dim $her
Woods 'N' WOWS

movie:
'Tens m ak i_ Lovirl
Movie

.

New
4.
Movie
2-BEDROOM Asbestos Shingle By OWNER: Three.begroags SANDBLASTING is now being
Nave: WIhr ; "ports
WANTED TO BUY
Home at Lynn Grove. Has livdone
by
Movie:
1
0
.
:
0
3
i1
t
T
lirris
e
lit*
Ze;
MbMurray SPort
Sut"4"
:
14 rAZii
r" lftrts "Prince of Plagere'
brick home on large lot. &31 .
ing room, kitchen, tub and
Parry
00 Tonight Show
I
341-P WANTED: Used TV antenna
cential air and lestime. 753-700-e
Yemeni Snow
1
MarshattagrdlOn
Movie
shower. Plenty of closets and
Keeneland Subdivision. PRINWLIGHT HAULING, general re- and rotor for color TV. Call
:00
korY Bishop
12 :311
outside storage space. Electric 753
.lotte Bashes
-75.
ANINIM4C pair and odd job work. Phone 753-6203.
Jon mew awe
floor furnace, water system.
3-29-C
Included are automatic wash- KENTUCKY LAKE Lots for 435-4481
WEDNESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
AUCTION SALE
er, air conditioner and TV an- sale: (100' a 200', $895); (86' Itenna. Price $10,000.
ITO', $495). Central water availCountry Journal
5
HOUSEHOLD contents, building
30 ACRES LAND on blacktop able, lake access and boat ramp,
Country Junction
AM Montle, Paw
A.
Family Theater
windows, doors,
storm
supplies,
Country Junction
O
is Marsden Maw
road in suburban Hazel. Good $10 down and $10 per month
Bozo Show
Junction
Country
wItsr.
table.
Auction to be held
pool
:00 Today;
Bozo Show
farm land or excellent building Take 121 southeast to Mew
Country Junction
I
:30 TOdav
theformer Murray Home Im
at
Large
to
Sam,/
No
or
Jabs
Bozo Show
Captain Kangaroo
▪
:CO Today; Wthr.
sites make this good develop- Concord, than 444 northeest
Bozo Show
Captain Kangaroo
provement building, across from
:00 Today
O
to be Appreciated
ment property. Owner will sell to Keniana Shores, follow siVit
Lucy Show
Mike Douglas Show
Takes
TWO
It
:00
ifia
the
K-N
Root
Beer
Stand
on
F
ee
EstimaTell
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open land and has 14 acre corn of other extras. Low mileage, AIR - CONDITIONED mobile
base, one acre tobacco base and one owner, clean, excellent me- home on shady lot. Close to the group is the "Vital Lung
provides Lower Voting Age
.good barn. Lake pond stocked chanical condition, $2,600.00 or University. $75.00 per month. Capacitator" which
measurement of an individual's Urged for Filipinos
with fish. If interested in small best offer considered. Phone Call 753-1203 or 753-1790.
acreage near Murray-this sho- 753-3536.
3-29-C lung capacity. A record is kept
J-31 S.
MAN/LA (UPI) - The
uld be it. Price $18,000.
person progresses Philippine
NEW TWO-BEDROOM duplex. as each
Senate Committee on
3-BEDROOM FRAME on South
Air, range refrigerator and gar thrOugh the pyogram.
Codes and Constitutional Amend4th St. Living room, kitchen,
oup-4pokesman
A
said
the
bage disposal. Adults only.
ments is advocating lowering the
large utility room and enclosed
jndividual's determination to voting
LOST & FOUND
Phone 753-5283.
age from 21 to 18. It says
3-29-0
garage. Lot is zone commercial
give up smoking is reinforced
and has large area suitable tot LOST: A Gernsey heifes.about URNISHED trailer on Kentucky as he sees dramatic evidence 18-year-old Filipinos today are
shop or other business. Price 400 lbs. Has white spot on LIU by week or month. Nice his lung capacity increases'as he better educated and more inreduced to $15,000.
head. Call M. C. Kennerly, water front, large private lot. withdraws from the cigarette ha- formed than their counterparts
35 years ago. 45 ACRES approx. 7 miles west Route 5, 753-2'768.
Phone 436-2323.
bit.
of Hazel, just beyond Lassiter
Cemetery. 30 acres cleared with
20 acres sowed down. Turn
north on gra..el road at Brown's
mailbox for % mile. Our sign
PEANUTS
(
I'D EAVE YOU A
on property. Unbelievable price
441.11111Vei
of $3,850.
BITE, BUT
PRACTICALLY NEW 3-bedVULTURES HATE
room brick on 128' a 256' lot
ICE CREAM
in Fairview Acres. 3 miles
CONES
southeast on New Concord
Highway. Has large living room,
kitchen with built-in range,
famil room with sliding glass
family room with sliding glass
COE DO 7
1% baths with ceramic tile, electric heat, hardwood floors, carport with outside storage. Possession August 15th.
EWN JONES FARM-140 acres,
near Shiloh. 2 houses, 2 tobacco barns, small stock barn, 2
wells, running water for stock
Has 13 acre corn base, 1.44 dark
THANKS, PETE)
tobacco base and .50 acre burley tobacco base. $24,000.
THAT'LIFEGUARD
RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Murray,
lS-.SO'HANDSOME,
Hazel, Locust Grove, Fairview.
Acres, Lynwood Estates, Pano- I'LL MAKE HIM
rama Shores. Prices from
SAVE ME
$1,000 up.
WE APPRECIATE your business, solicit your listings and
pledge our very best efforts in
the handling of your real estate
needs, whether latge or small.
FULTON YOUNG Realty, -4th
and Maple Streets, Murray, Ky.
Office phone 763-7333. Fulton
Young, home phone, 753-4945,
IL B. Patterson home phone,
Toy 11“ u 1 No Gel -Sit
S"%-H,4 L 4.151:s_
-0 I••• by Vaned Frosowy• Symixe.e.
JULY- 29
436-5697, Ishmael Stinson, 7531534.
I14-31-C

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
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PAY!

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts®

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

-

Inventory of $1.345 to 52,59, cosh
required for inventory arid equipment. You must hay* a good car
Slid be elite to devete at Mast 4 tit
I, you or,
12 hours per week
tinseled, haws the desire, drive,
determination, end went to Si successful In • growing business of
your even, write us today. Please
enclose name, address, and tole.
phone number.

GOSPEL MEETING
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IfifVISION SCIIED

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

#/0,Aktve•OM/
rmeobsw rim

ANTIQUES: Round oak dining
table with six spindle back
matching chairs, a set of six
spindle back dining chairs, either maple or pecan, a walnut
marble bop wash stand, walnut
bed, bowl and pitcher sets, oak
hall tree, secretary desk, refinished pie safe and others. Nice
piano stools, five piece wicker
seta and carnival glass. 3%
miles South of Murray on 641.
Hubert's Antique Store. 3-31-C

TUESDAY-JULY 29. 1909

EDNA'S CHOICE
BEAUTIFUL three - bedroom
brick, extra large house, situat
ed on nine acres, south of Alm°
Heights.
THREE • BEDROOM Bedford
Stone home on two acre lot,
excellent well and has nice
basement. Priced to sell on
Hwy. 94 East.
INVESTMENT Property. Twostory home and extra apartment
building with two apartments
Present rental is $410.00 per
month, plus living quarters.
MANY LAKE LOTS to select
from. Priced from ;500.00 up.
This includes waterfront property.
EXCELLENT House Trailer, 12'
x 80 feet. Now located in Fox
Meadow Court on South 16th
Street.
WAYNE WILSON REALTY CO.,
across from post office, Murray,
Kentucky,
Phone
753-3283.
Nite phones: Wayne Wilkie,
753-5086; Edna Knight, 7534910; Bill Adams, 753-5657;
Charles McDaniel, 753-4805.
1TC

Al:pbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
S.

THE BARTER MART'S GOIN' GREAT,
BECKY. WE'RE NOT ONLY TRADINi•
GOOD, BUT WE SOLD TWO
ROCKING CHAIRS
011TR/60/T TO A CITY
FELLER WHO PLUNKS
DOWN FIVE
BUCKS FOR
EACH 0"EM

'7=4IP

LW Abner

byAICapp
A MANYPROPOSING
TO A

UPI-V./HUT COLOR DID YO'
SAY THAT SPORTSCAR
IS, MA'M?

COMPUTER!!

REDUCED by, owner: Threebedroom brick on Keeneland
Drive with lots of extras. Owner must move. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-7424 for information.
J•31,-C
HOUSE FOR SALE to settle
estate. 5-roam, 3-bedroom brick
Radiant electric heat, air-conditioned,
hardwood
floors,
drapes, fireplace, attached gaeeee .and riawesi--drivevisjeLiargelot,- weir landscaped, good',le:
cation on west Olive Extended.
Phone 753-2214.
August-8-C
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iCentimaed Pram Pius One)
Betty C. Scott — Art, Jerry credit cards, clubs and sip codes'
exanunation Waved that the
Shelton — Biology and Coac be damned.
minute beads varied in color
Phillip Shelton — Instrumental "MY ARMY serial number,"
from brown to yellow to clear
Music, Mrs. Martha Shirley — he mid, "has persisted long
and be said "they are remark.
since by dogtags moldered aEnglish.
ably lustrous and interesting."
Miss Nancy Strew — English, way, and when, through the
He said they apparently were
years,
I'd
wake
Math,
up
with
the
Swann
—
Lorene
Miss
formed when meteoroids plowBobby J. Toon — Health, PE., dreadful feeling that I'd forgoted into the moon's crust, vapCoach, Mrs. Betty Ann Wagar ten it, I was always reassured
orizing rock and creating sille— Special Education, Edward to think that somewhere in the
ous gases which condensed and
Welte — Instrumental Music, national archives it lived on."
*
reined back onto the surface in
Which reminds us of the old
Dossie Wheatley — Math.
the form of globules of glass.
limerick:
Austin Elementary
Significance Not Clear
Willie F. Jackson — Princi- There once was a vet from
"The significance of this maburnt umber
pal, Mrs. Mary Lou Lassiter —
terial is not yet clear, and we
1st Grade, Mrs. Bonnie Crouch Who forgot his serial number
do not know how general it is
Limpid Beene of the Kiricsay Junior 4-H Club is thews
— 2nd Grade, Mrs. Mary Ann He said, with a yawn
on the surface of the moon,"
with light-weight steer which won as 4-H Junior champion
Carter — 3rd Grade, Mrs. Lou- As they shot him at dawn,
at the Murray-Callowav County Fair.
Frondel said.
ise Overby — 4th Grade, Mrs. "It's okay; maybe now I can POWER ROLE —Adm. Luis
He said some of the minerals
slumber."
Margaret Franklin
— 5th
Carrero Blanco (above), 66, identified on the
moon dust are
vice president of Spain, may
questions in writing after the Grade, Mrs. Lochie Christopher
common to earth—like feldspar,
Yeah,
we
remember
Thelma
ours,
—
loud
Mrs.
6th
WarGrade.
Genend of more than four hours
be named premier by
pyroxene and olivine.
of meetings between Nixon and ford — Special Education, and clear. If there is anything a eralissimo Francisco Franco
Scientists also reported that
private
remembers
above all when the latter steps from
his top national security aide, Miss Anna Elizabeth Broach —
(Continued From Page Ono)
the first results of a chemical
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger on one Phys. Fitness, Mrs. Jean Geur- else, it is his serial number.
power If so, observers say analysis of the lunar material
Mrs. Maio (Catherine) King of 1616% Loch Lomond
with President Nguyen Van side, and Thanat and Premier in — Art, Mrs. Joan Wilson —
Blanca wculd be the power showed that it had a relatively Drive, Murray, Is shown as she is presented with her grand
Another
of
the
new
Margaret
brand of
PorThieu.
Thanom Kittikachorn on the Librarian, Mrs.
*okes. "Why do the giraffe and behind the throne of Prince large amount of titanium. This prim of two round-trip airline tickets to Madrid, Spain, by
ter — Vocal Music.
Troops Withdrawn
other.
finding agreed with a chemical A. B. Cress of the Crass Furniture Company. The sweepthe elephant both wear green Juan Carlos of Borbon when
Carter Elementary
Nixon earlier today was et
It is Thailand's problems with
analysis made by Surveyor robecomes king_
he
sneakers?
stakes was sponsored by the Broyhill Furniture industries
Answer:
Principal,
They're
—
Taylor
Dennis
on
closed to have told the lead guerrillas — and the possibility
bot spacecraft that landed on
of Lenoir, N. C. On the right Is Lonnie King, son of Mr. and
era of Thailand the 47,
of involving the United States Mrs. Shirley Toon — 1st Grade, the same basketball team".
the moon.
James King.
Mrs..
American troops in this count in the current low-level insur- Mrs. Georgia B. Wear — 1st
Boning Up
The object of the entire scienwill be gradually withdrawn .s gency — that has eaused the Grade, Mrs. Gela Ellis — 2nd Then there's this one. "What's
tific
investigation
resulting
PHILADELPHIA (UPI)
State University this summer.
the war in Vietnam tapers off concern among both Thai and Grade, Mrs. Helen Bennett — yellow and lies on its back.
from the Apollo 11 mission and
Mrs. King said she could not
He coupled this with a renewal American officials about the 2nd Grade, Mrs. Maxine Ryan Answer: A dead school bus". General Electric has received an Later landings is
to get a betAir Force School of Medicine
believe that she had won the
of his pledge to help Thailand status of U.S. troops that came
Grade, Mrs. Judith A. "The privileges we share as contract to study what part elec- ter understanding of the origin
trip. She said they had long
defend itself against both ex- here originally to help fight the — 3rd
— 3rd Grade, Mrs. Americans are not available to tric currents play in maintain- end evolution of the moon.
Baucum
been a customer of Crass Furternal and internal enemies. Vietnam War.
Linda Stockton — 4th Grade, all people. Millions of people ing bone strength and in the
niture Company and, in fact.
The visit to Saigon also
The Americans, operating
bought their first furniture 1,
would give him a chance to see from six airbases in Thailand, Mrs. Modelle Outland — 4th living under oppressive and ty- healing process after fractures.
J. J. Konikoff, biomedical
for himself how the war was have bombed North Vietnam Grade, Mrs. Laurine Andrus- rannical governments cannot
Mrs. James (Catherine) King from them in 1952 when they
Sue Em- understand the unrest and
progressing. And it could give from here and carried out B52 5th Grade, Mrs. Linda
tur- technology consultant for GE's Campus Crises
161634 Loch Lomond Drive, were married.
of
The contest winner said she
him a chance to say goodbye strikes against Communist for- erson — 5th Grade, Mrs. Peg- bulence in our communities. Re-entry systems, said -it is
Murray,
is one of three grand
LANCASTER,
(UPI)
Pa.
thought she could speak for her
to 750 men of the US. 9th In- ces in South Vietnam. They al- gy Wilson — 6th Grade, Mrs. They long for a concept of liv- known that a natural electricity
prize
winners
a
nationwide
in
fantry Division who are leav- so have struck against Com- Opal Howard — 6th Grade, ing which provides the ideals occurs along the bone when it is Colleges and universities, faced sweepstakes promotion con- husband and their son, Lonnie,
ing Bien Hoa, 15 miles north of munist forces in Laos in what Mrs. Ruth Pasco — Librarian. and principles of self-govern- stressed and this electricity prob- with recurrent crises, reflect in ducted by Broyhill Furniture oge ten, when she said "we are
Robertson Elementary
looking forward to our trip".
ment.
Saigon, on Wednesday for home, some call "the secret war''
Unfortunately,
many ably decreases when stress is concentrated form the social un- Industries of Lenoir, N. C.
Taylor — Principal, Americans today have become
D$nnis
rest that afflicts our whole socThe departing 9th Infantry- there.
reduced.
Miss Kathleen Patterson — lit so accustomed to our inherited
iety, according to Robert W.
The Murray woman who enmen will bring to more than 7,Require Military Aid
Konikoff said he wants to
000 the number of Americans Thanat said he and Kittika. Grade, Mrs. Murl Robertson — rights the they tend to take find_ out if adding more than..Sarnoff, chairman of the board tered the sweepstakes at Crass
withdrawn from Vietnam since chorn had assured Nixon that 1st Grade, Mrs. Zoe Lenore them for granted. They want normal amounts of electricity of trustees at Franklin-and Mar- Furniture, Murray, has been awarded a seven day holiday in
tie announced on Midway Is- Thailand was able to stand by Pinkstcrn — 2nd Grade, Mrs. and demand the privileges of will speed up bone fracture heal- shall College here.
"The reputation of an insti- Spain which consists of two
land last month that 25,000 itself against the enemy within Jane Taylor — 2nd Grade, Mrs. a free society, but they do not ing.
tution of learning will be greatly round-trip airline tickets to
would be withdrawn by theeend the country, but that it would Eloise Keel — 3rd Grade, Mrs. want to be bothered with the
* * *
affected by the way it meets Madrid plus seven days and six Federal State Market News
of August and more if the sit- rectuire substantial amounts of Pauline McCoy — 3rd Grade, attendant responsibilities. They
and deals with a crisis," said nights hotel accommodations
Service, Tuesday, July 79, 1969
uation warranted.
military equipment from the Mrs. Jean Hurt — 4th Grade, shrink from duty and service." Going TO No Seed
The other winners were John Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
iarnoff, who is also president
—J. Edgar Hoover
Gen. Creighton Abrams, the United States to help it do so. Mrs. Annette Alexander — 4th
AUSTIN,
Tex.
(UPI)
Texas
4
The foreign minister skid Grade: Mrs. Nellie R. Caldwell
U.S.‘ military commander in
scientists are test marketing a of RCA. There is a strong re- Hershman of Waukegan, Ill., Market Includes 9 Buying Staand Mrs. Lena Campbell of De- tions.
Vietnam, had been expected Nixon told the Thais the Unit- — 5th Grade, Mrs. Lulabelle We always enjoy the row of new variety BP'seedless
'water- vulsion against continued campus
here today but he did not at- ed States was willing to provide Hodges — 5th Grade, Mrs. Mil- red blooming plants at Oliver'melons -- hailed as "the dream violence that will cause both troit, Mich., both winners of Receipts 1173 Head, Barrows
and Gilts Fully 50 cents Lower;
alumni and public to turn against trips to Hawaii.
tend a meeting between Nixon such equipment and moreover dred Lowe — 6th Grade, Mrs. Cherry's house. We can't think of every nine-year-old."
Mrs. King said her husband Sows, Steady.
and his top diplomatic repre- was anxious to give this coun- Patricia Miller — 6th Grade, of the name, Flags or someThe new melons were de institutions that permit dema- recently
—Speech
McNutt
Corinne
Mrs.
accepted a position in US 1-2 200-240 lbs 624.75-2525,
sentative in Southeast Asia. try economic aid so that the
veloped at the Texas Agricul goguery or unreasoning pressures Houston, Texas, and only
C,orrectionist, Mrs. Bettye Hun- thing on that order.
found
Few 1-2 625.50;
The sources said his non-ar- "people of Thailand might live
to
dictate
their
added.
actions,
he
tural
Experiment Station.
ter — Physical Education, Mrs.
out about the trip when she US 1-3 190.240 lbs $24.25-24.75:
rival was the final tipoff on in peace and prosperity."
Warterfield
also
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Debris
—
Special
Canon
Eduwent by plane this weekend for US 2-3 230-260 lbs $23.75-24.25:
Thanat added that both sides
the Nixon visit.
have a wide row of many dif—
cation.
a visit there
SOWS:
Although Saigon has been were agreed that "how long
and
ferent
at
Main
12th
plants
* * *
other. It all ended ok as far as
In addition, Miss Broach will
For the past 334 years Mrs. US 1-2 250-280 lbs $22.50-23.75;
hit by rockets and mortars in U.S. troops will remain in Thaiwe are concerned, but it was so
the past, there have been no land depends on the war in work with elementary physical if we had known they were long
The nine "parishes" into King has been teaching at the US 1-3 270-350 lbs 621.00-22.00,
and drawn out that we
Murray City Schools, but has
Few At $23.00;
attacks in recent weeks nor Vietnam. As the war deesea- fitness at the Carter Elemen- going to pave the parking lot
which
Bermuda is divided were resigned to finish her MA
were exhausted by the time it
ee- US 2-3 300-550 lbs $20.25-41.130;
have there been any recent at- lates, the number of troops tary School, Mrs. Geurin will at Seventh and Poplar Church was
originally
known as "tribes." gree. She is attending Murray
over.
teach art in the Carter and
tacks against Tan Son Nhut, here will be reduced."
450-600 ibs $19.50-2020;
Robertson Elementary Schools, of Chriat„ we would have asked
the big airbase on the fringes
Lilies
Yucca
near
about
time
Mrs. Bowker will teach vocal
\•
of Saigon where Nixon would
%%.%,
the sidewalk. We guess the
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Peace Corps Campus
music at Carter and Robertson
be expected to land. Another
grader just scraped them away.
Elementary
Schools,
Phillip
BERKELEY,
Calif.
(UPI)
base that could handle Air
Yuccas are also called Spanish
Force One is Bien Hoa, 13 miles Almost twice as many Peace Shelton will direct the instru- Needle.
Corps volunteers come from the mental music program in the
north of Tan Son Nhut.
University of California at Berke- elementary schools, Mrs. Mc- Here lately it seems all that we
Heavy Fighting
There has been comparative- ley than from any other college -Nutt will work as speech cor- want for breakfast is two or
ly heavy fighting in the Saigon campus in the United States. rectionist, and Mrs. Pasco will three cups of coffee and a
Since the Peace Corps began serve as elementary librarian couple of doughnuts. If a felarea in the past few days. US.
combat soldiers, helicopter gun- eight years ago, 566 graduates at the Robertson Elementary low works about an hour before
ships and artillery killed 70 of the Berkeley campus have School.
he eats, then he could consume
The highlights of the school
guerrillas Monday in clashes completed Peace Corps service
a pretty good breakfast.
calendar
school
1969-70
for
the
near the villages of Trang Ban and 367 are now working overand Go DanHa, 28 and 35 mil seas or preparing for assignments. year are as follows:
Sign on a car this morning "OfAugust 20-21 — Pre-Service
es northwest of Saigon. This
* * *
ficial - U.S. Taxpayer". Why
Conference
for
Teachers.
first fighting in the area in 10
'rot, he's the guy who foots the
Registration
August
—
President
22
Rutherford
B.
days killed six Americans and
bill.
Hayes' favorite hobby was cro- with all students reporting.
wounded 51.
quet.
September 1 — Labor Day.
School starts in less than a
The discolsure that Nixon
October 10 — FD.E.A. stu- month.
* * *
wanted to pull American troops
dent holiday.
out of Thailand was made by
William Henry Harrison, who
November 27-28 — Thanks- Teachers getting figidity and
Thal Foreign Minister Thanat was President onl one
month, giving Holidays.
mothers getting that feeling of
Khoman.
!
was the first c.hiel executive
ember 22 - January
-4arelation.
Khomin- SulfWe
— red newsniegi die in office.
Christmas Vacation.
April 13 - April 20 — ILEA. We got hung up on a movie op
Spring Vacation.
TV last night that just about
May 29 — Closing of school. wore us out. "Something Wild"
SEE ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS ...
was the name of it. This galH
BEGIN SAVING WITH A $25 DEPOSIT!
was all shook up over life and
Ala., is the nation', it seemed to close in on her.
sixth ranking port.
She tried to end it all and was
saved by this character. It de* * *
The largest sugar refinery in veloped that he kept her lockthe world is located at Crockett, ed in his below the street home,
but it blossomed into true love
Calif.
since they both needed each

Vietnam

Local Woman
Wins Contest

Purchase Area
Hog Market

BOONE CLEANERS
SUMMER
CLOSET CLEAN OUT SPECIAL

CLEAN
STEAM
and

Receive FREE Stainless (5 pieces)

FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY!!

Clean & Steam

, etc. Every dry clean-

able item will be thoroughly SANITONE DRY CLEANED

Per

—then steamed to eliminate the general wrinkles, then in-

No Limit
With Additional $25 Deposits

SERTIF(CATES

"Extra Earning"
PASSBOOKS,

Every Item Will Be Moth Proofed
With Sanitone Mothproofing

REGULAR
SAVINGS

51% 5% 41%
Minimum

Withdrawable
December 31

• Story Ave.
14..P.caliku;

MURRAY BRANCH
of

Hopictissvit.i.s

FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
)04 E. Main
Phone 75379I
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bo.its. an Army flying crane carries a Navy patrol boat to.1
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Piece

spected and returned to you in plastic garment bags.
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No Pressing

at home. The dry clean only service is ideal for Knitwear,
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Leave

all your garments which you want to clean before storing

Buy Above Set for Only '2.25
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No Spotting

Here's your opportunity to clean out closets and dry clean

Sweaters, Blankets, Suits, D
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